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Pedestrian-to-Everything (P2X) communication has numerous advantages from improving traffic light cycle schedules to increase pedestrian safety. Challenges, such as handling the lack of positioning accuracy in urban canyons, limited battery power, and wireless channel resources, still need to be addressed before mass deployment of these systems. The goal of this research is to introduce a distributed channel congestion control algorithm for Personal Safety Messages (PSMs) that can converge in heterogeneous application environments with different message rates. Different message rates arise, for example, with contextual transmission policies (CTP) that activate different applications based on situational context, such as the estimated positioning accuracy. Energy consumption is another challenge when smartphones are used to enhance pedestrian safety. Therefore, to minimize channel sensing energy usage, we further propose a novel collaborative channel load measurement mechanism, as opposed to more conventional approaches employed in Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication.

To properly tackle the problem, an accurate network simulator is important to understand how P2X communication performs for different algorithms and approaches. More specifically, the aforementioned simulator needs to accurately model the following components: (i) Channel propagation with co-channel interference in 5.9 GHz band with 10 MHz bandwidth, (ii) realistic positioning model as part of the system, i.e.
smartphones, that P2X transmissions take place, and (iii) realistic dense mobility scenarios. Therefore, we start with modeling and calibrating channel propagation for Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) in the 5.9 GHz DSRC band in an intersection environment. Then, we evaluate channel performance under an idealized positioning accuracy for a realistic mobility scenario. Then, the steps taken to investigate different approaches to reduce unnecessary P2X transmissions are shown. Finally, we develop a multi-rate congestion controller that improves smartphones battery consumption and information age. Extensive simulations show that when the proposed algorithms are used, information age for P2X safety applications is improved, which potentially increases pedestrian safety, and the energy consumption is significantly reduced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) are traffic participants who are at higher risk for serious injury or death in case of an accident than car occupants. Examples are pedestrians, pedalcyclists, and road workers. Among them, pedestrians represent 84% of the 6421 total United States VRU fatalities during 2015 [1]. Research by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) also shows a 10% increase in the VRU fatality rate from 2014 to 2015 [2]. These trends and the significant number of accidents motivates the quest for technology solutions to improve VRU safety.

Pedestrians account for a sizable share of traffic fatalities. Even in the United States, where walking is a less common mode of transportation than in other parts of the world, 4,910 pedestrians were killed and more than 65,000 injured in 2014 only [2]. The number pedestrian fatality grows over 12% in 2015 and another 9% in 2016 [3]. This represents about 15% of traffic fatalities. According to World Health Organization (WHO), the share rises to one third in less developed countries [4]. This motivated the research community to develop technologies to increase pedestrian safety.

Previous work has largely considered stand-alone approaches using vehicle sensors, and more recently smartphones, to enhance safety for VRU. Automakers have developed camera, RADAR, infrared, and LIDAR based sensors to detect pedestrians in a vehicle’s path [5]. Vehicles can use this information to alert drivers or to automatically avoid or reduce the severity of the crash. Recent more exploratory work has investigated whether a smartphone camera can be used while talking on the phone to detect approaching vehicles and warn the pedestrian [6]. All these technologies require line-of-sight (LOS) between the pedestrian and the vehicle, however. They are inherently less effective
when a pedestrian emerges between parked vehicles or in other scenarios where the
time to react is too short once line-of-sight exists.

To create earlier awareness of potentially dangerous situations, even without line-of-
sight, researchers have designed collaborative approaches that rely on wireless communica-
tions. An example of this category is an RFID-based proximity detection technique
that identifies pedestrians at the intersections via Road-Side Units (RSU) and forwards
the information to the approaching vehicles [7].

1.2 DSRC-Based Connected Vehicles Technology

There are numerous advantages for smartphones from vulnerable road users to commu-
nicate with vehicles and infrastructure in a smart city. Some of these are demonstrated
in the Connected Vehicles Pilot Deployment (CVPD) programs launched by the United
States Department of Transportation (USDOT) [8]. These programs are focused on
safety applications that aim to reduce—or even to eliminate—accident-related deaths,
injuries and damages. Two of the three programs include pedestrian smartphones that
communicate with infrastructure or vehicles. The New York City CVPD program,
for example, pilots a DSRC-assisted application for pedestrians, wherein smartphones
communicate with road-side infrastructure to assist visually impaired pedestrian with
providing intersection geometry and traffic light phase information in verbal form [9].

One line of work to improve VRU safety explores the use of smartphones or other
personal devices to send Personal Safety Messages (PSM) which inform surrounding ve-
hicles of the presence and location of VRUs. For example, Tahmasbi et al. [10] developed
a Dedicated Short Range Communications-based collision detection system wherein a
vehicle and a smartphone can directly communicate. To ensure that approaching vehi-
cles have the most recent information about a VRU, including its location, speed and
heading, such PSM messages must be sent repeatedly. This raises questions about the
performance of communication-based pedestrian safety technologies—and a possibility
of needing a channel congestion controller—in crowded areas.
1.3 Congestion Control in Connected Vehicles Systems

A technical challenge, as reported in Chapter 4, is high channel usage which is caused by an overwhelming amount of VRU devices transmitting PSMs through a channel of limited bandwidth. The overloaded channel results in significant transmission errors for PSMs and may degrade the networking performance for all other types of messages sharing the same wireless medium.

For vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) safety messages, prior work has addressed channel congestion through different congestion control algorithms. It focuses on adjusting the message rate of each vehicle based on vehicle dynamics or parameters such as Channel Busy Percentage (CBP) measurements (e.g., [11, 12]). However, it is nontrivial to address this scalability challenge for PSM transmission by simply applying congestion control algorithms from the V2V cooperative safety community which has extensively investigated the scalability issue for Basic Safety Message (BSM) transmissions. The primary reasons are threefold:

First, the density of pedestrians can be higher than that of vehicles, which lead to even more congested channels. A city plaza such as Times Square in Manhattan, New York City, is an example of such environments that many smartphones can operate on the same channel.

Second, a VRU device usually has a limited capacity of battery, making it undesirable to transmit PSMs at a high message rate all the time, in other words, regardless if a VRU is exposed to a possibility of a traffic accident. This is different with V2V communications that are not subject to energy constraint and could transmit BSMs independent of the presence of a vehicle crash threat. As a result, the developed V2V congestion control algorithms, which allow vehicles to always transmit BSMs at a large rate when the channel is not deemed congested, do not directly suit management of PSM transmission.

Third, VRU experiences a set of safety contexts for which the V2V congestion control algorithms may not have an appropriate wireless resource allocation when channel is overused. More specifically, popular V2V congestion control solutions emphasize
fairness when allocating wireless resource to vehicles [11, 12]. This leads vehicles with
equal chances to transmit BSMs since it is both important to hear others and to be
heard on the road. For PSM transmissions, however, VRUs have no interests in hearing
each other for road safety purpose. They instead need to be known by vehicles. Their
vulnerability with respect to oncoming vehicles, as compared to fairness, could be a
better metric based on which wireless resources allocation can be determined, particu-
larly since the risk of collision with a vehicle is very unevenly distributed for pedestrians
(located in-street vs sidewalk, for example).

1.4 Thesis Objectives

While the above activities help advance the P2X communication technology, P2X is
still at an early stage. Several technical challenges remain to be addressed before such
technology can be deployed. For example, the DSRC community aims for lane-level
accuracy in its messages but the localization technology required to provide at least
lane-level accuracy [13] is not available to today’s portable devices (e.g. smartphones),
which will likely be the main type of equipment transmitting PSMs.

In particular, the objective of this thesis is to design a multi-rate channel controller
to control congestion on a 10 MHz channel for PSM transmissions in a heterogeneous
application environment. The list of contributions of the thesis are as follow:

1. **Modeling 5.9 GHz signal propagation at a reference intersection.** The
channel behavior is significantly defined by the environment. Intersections are an
especial type of environment that enables communications between transceivers,
where buildings obstruct line-of-sight. The provided calibrated model considers
the impact of the buildings on signal propagation on 5.9 GHz band.

2. **Performance and Channel Load Evaluation for Pedestrian Transmis-
sions.** The very first step towards the main thesis objective is to understanding
P2X communications. The contributions are providing a comprehensive simulation
scenario of Manhattan, and evaluating P2X communication with both idealized
and realistic positioning systems.
3. **Multi-rate Congestion Controller for Pedestrian Communication.** Time-
and location-dependent characteristics of PSM application requirements makes it
challenging to reuse solutions which are originally designed for V2V communi-
cation. A multi-rate channel controller can adjust message rate by considering
varying application requirements and provide proportional fairness.

1.5 **Thesis Organization**

The thesis is organized as follows: After the introduction by the current chapter, Chap-
ter 2 goes over the efforts towards modeling channel propagation in an intersection
environment. The provided model is calibrated for a reference intersection in Los An-
gles, California, and it is used to design a simulator suited for P2X communication,
which is introduced in Chapter 3. In addition, Chapter 3 discusses the other elements
of the pedestrian communication simulator, such as a calibrated dense pedestrian mo-
bility trace for a Manhattan scenario. This thesis, then, takes the initiatives on P2X
communication in Chapter 4 by evaluating the scenario for pedestrian communication
regarding the channel load and congestion level with an idealized positioning system
assumption. Chapter 5 relaxes the assumption by proposing a heuristic for reducing
pedestrian transmissions when the positioning system contains a realistic error. Chap-
ter 6 offers a multi-rate congestion controller for pedestrian communication and shows
the performance of the system in terms of Information Age (IA) when employing the
proposed algorithm. The dissertation is concluded in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Modeling Propagation at 5.9 GHz for a Reference Intersection

Intersections are of particular interest for simulation due to their more complex nature in terms of wireless channel propagation. Buildings and other structures introduce Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS)—or Obstructed Line-of-Sight (OLOS), as some studies refer to it—one of the complexities that demands for a customized model rather than the propagation models used for free-space communication. Intersections are also of particular interest for studying connected vehicles’ applications as they are accident hotspots and create significant driving risks. In particular, the Manhattan scenario, which is developed for evaluating the proposed solutions in this thesis, contains a lot of intersections. Although, the test environment is not a perfect match, to our best knowledge, the dataset used to model and calibrate an intersection environment—presented in this chapter—is one of the largest available to the date.

2.1 Previous Models

Previous work in the literature emphasizes the importance of the accuracy of the channel model on protocol evaluations through simulation [14]. Some of the previous work focus on cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) communication [15], while this paper focuses on DSRC and modeling propagation in a 10 MHz narrow-band wireless channel in 5.9 GHz band.

Many vehicle-to-vehicle data collection campaigns have analyzed the impact of non-line-of-sight (NLOS), also referred to as Obstructed Line-of-Sight (OLOS), due to obstructing buildings [16, 17, 18, 19]. The common observation of these studies is that the propagation behavior of the channel significantly differs for line-of-sight (LOS) and
NLOS communication cases.

Obstructions of line-of-sight propagation can occur due to structures such as buildings or other vehicular traffic. Several lines of work focus on NLOS communication due to other vehicular traffic [20, 21], and they all show the significant impact of the ongoing vehicular traffic on channel propagation behavior.

Sommer et al. [22] propose a propagation loss model to calculate the attenuation for radio signals due to passing through walls of obstructing buildings. The model captures the fading caused by the buildings by deducting an average of 9.2 dB per exterior wall from the received signal strength. In addition, it approximates the impact of interior obstructions based on an attenuation coefficient that depend on the distance that the radio signal travels inside the building. This model is the default propagation loss model for communications at intersection scenarios in the Veins simulator [23]. The model, however, does not account for rapid wireless channel changes. Equation 2.1 represents the model as follows.

\[ P_{rx} = P_{tx} + 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{G_{tx} G_{rx} \lambda^2}{16 \pi^2 d^\alpha} \right) - \beta n - \gamma d_m \]  (2.1)

Where \( \lambda \) is wavelength, \( d \) is the distance between TX and RX, \( \alpha \) is the path loss exponent, \( \beta \) is the coefficient of loss for \( n \) exterior walls, \( \gamma \) is the coefficient of the amount of loss per meter for the distance \( d_m \) that the signal travels within the buildings. In our simulations, we used \( \alpha = 2.2 \), \( \beta = 9.2 \) dB, and \( \gamma = 0.32 \) dB/m as indicated in [22].

Mangel et al. [24] gather V2V radio data from eight different intersections in Munich and further analyzed them to understand the impact of the obstructing buildings on the wireless link in the 5.9 GHz band. The authors derived a propagation model that accounts for the road width, the distance of the transmitter from the wall, and the distance of the transmitter and receiver from the center of intersection. The data analysis by this study shows that 50% of the packets are lost at a distance between 40-160 m, depending on intersections. The authors derive a generalized propagation loss model for NLOS communications at intersections. Equation 2.2 represents the model as follows.

\[ P_{rx} = P_{tx} - C - L_{su} - 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{d_{tx} d_{rx}}{(x_t w_r)^{ES \lambda}} \right) E_L \]  (2.2)
Where $C$ is a constant, $L_{su}$ is a constant loss only for suburban areas, $E_T$ is TX distance exponent, $E_S$ is street exponent, $E_L$ is loss exponent, and $d_R$ is equal to $d_r$, i.e. the distance of RX to the intersection center, for distances less than 150 m, otherwise, it is equal to $d_r^2$. $x_t$ represents the distance of TX to the building’s wall, and $w_r$ is the road width where RX is located. As indicated in [24], $C=3.75$, $L_{su}=2.94$, $E_T=0.957$, $E_S=0.81$, and $E_L=2.69$ are used for our simulation comparison in Section 2.5.

To the best of our knowledge, the above models do not account for the real vehicular traffic. In this paper we aim to address the factors with high impact on signal propagation. Our proposed hybrid model captures an average impact of both ongoing vehicular traffic and building shadowing by fitting parameters based on experiment data, as well as addressing sparse building structure at intersections in suburban area by geometrical components.

### 2.2 Data Collection Campaign

To understand the propagation characteristics at intersections we co-developed field experiments wherein 10 sedan cars equipped with DSRC radios drive through an intersection among regular vehicular traffic. In addition to the test fleet, a Command and Control Center (CnC) was deployed to help coordinate and monitor the vehicle trips in these experiments so that they meet at the intersection of interest while traveling in regular traffic.

#### 2.2.1 Experiment Site

Figure 2.1 shows the selected intersection for the experiment. The data collection campaign was part of a larger effort for evaluating V2V congestion control algorithms in high vehicular traffic density scenarios. Therefore, the intersection of Westminster Blvd and Beach Blvd in Orange County, CA was chosen, an intersection with four and eight lanes (see Figure 2.1a and 2.3) and relatively busy traffic.
2.2.2 Test Fleet

As for the test cars, 10 sedans were chosen through rental services with low profile antennas, no sun-roofs, and about the same height. Table 2.1 shows basic information about the test cars. The test cars were equipped with a DSRC On-Board Equipment (OBE) unit capable of transmitting and receiving standard Basic Safety Message (BSM) packets, a GPS receiver with 10 Hz sampling to feed location of the car into the BSM packets and vehicle logs. The vehicles were also equipped with walkie-talkie radios and phones on a conference call for coordinating start of test trips.

Table 2.1: Description of test cars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand &amp; Model</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volkswagen Passat (×3)</td>
<td>148.59 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi Lancer</td>
<td>148.08 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Altima</td>
<td>147.07 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Sentra</td>
<td>149.60 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kia Optima (×3)</td>
<td>146.56 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Fusion SE</td>
<td>147.57 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test cars were also carrying an additional UHF transmitter to transmit their live location to the CnC. The operator at the CnC used the live location information illustrated on Google Earth to coordinate the start of each group of test cars to increase the chance that they would meet in the area of interest near the intersection. Note that once the start command was given, speed was influenced by other vehicular traffic.

The OBE consisted of a DSRC unit capable of transmitting and receiving BSM
packets. All packet transmissions and receptions, as well as any available GPS sample were logged to support the analysis. To increase the number of signal strength samples for analysis, the message transmission rate of the OBEs was configured to be 20 Hz and security payloads were disabled yielding smaller packets. Given ten vehicles and the smaller packet size, the chance that one vehicle would interfere with another was negligible.

Figure 2.2 illustrates one of the test cars with different antennas mounted on the roof. As seen, the DSRC and GPS (and a WiFi radio for remote configuration management), were connected to a shark-fin antenna that was mounted at the center of the roof. An additional UHF antenna for experiment coordination (vehicle position tracking) was mounted on the passenger-side roof edge, i.e. right side of the shark fin antenna. Overall, our characterization tests show good omnidirecional signal propagation for DSRC signals.

2.2.3 Experiment Plan

The test fleet was divided into four groups of cars so that one group could cover every intersection leg in each experiment pass. The larger groups of three cars, (letters marked by number 3 in Figure 2.1b), were assigned to Beach Blvd because it has more lanes. Two major scenario were performed: 1) in the Full-Block scenario, marked by F in Figure 2.1b, all groups of test cars start one block away from the intersection (≈800 m away from the intersection center) and finish their experiment pass at the opposite F point; 2) in the Half-Block scenario, marked by letter H in Figure 2.1b, vehicles start ≈400 m away from the center of the intersection. Test cars pass the intersection until
2.3 Data Analysis

At the post-processing stage, the collected dataset is analyzed from different angles. We start with dividing the dataset based on the location of test cars for each log entry. Then, we study the differences between median RSS decaying behavior over transmitter-receiver (TX-RX) distance for different propagation conditions.

2.3.1 Model Intuition

Let us start with comparing the RSS of received packets under different propagation conditions. Figure 2.4 compares about half a million RSS samples for received BSMs where the pair of transceivers are located on intersecting roads, to more than 1.5 million RSS samples for BSM receptions where the pair are locate on the same road. We will refer to former as Around-the-Corner (ATC) propagation, and the latter as Longitudinal propagation for the rest of the paper. In both figures, the distribution of RSS (blue dots) is shown via different percentiles for 5 m Tx-Rx distance bins, shaded in different colors. As it can be seen, the pathloss is significantly higher for the ATC propagation in comparison with the Longitudinal propagation, showing $\approx 10$ dB difference as the median RSS at 100 m.
Figure 2.4: RSS comparison for received BSMs in (a) Longitudinal, and (b) ATC propagation.

2.3.2 Impact of Buildings and Traffic

**Building Structure.** Unlike Longitudinal propagation, wherein the pathloss component is mainly a function of the TX-RX, in ATC propagation a signal might have to travel within the buildings or reflects off of the surrounding building. The reference intersection has different building structures at each corner. This provides us the opportunity to investigate the impact of individual corner structure on the RSS and PER metrics. We do not directly account for the buildings. The impact is rather captured by different parameters fitted for individual corners.

The Region of Interest (ROI) is divided to five sub-regions; Four intersection legs and an intersection box. All of the transmission/reception/location log entries are assigned a location tag. These tags along with the buildings' 2D coordinates in the area are used to execute the NLOS Test, wherein if the line between the locations of the TX and RX locations intersects with at least one of the building edges, then that packet transmission is tagged as NLOS.

**Vehicular Traffic.** As previous work in the literature show, surrounding vehicular traffic impacts the pathloss component as well [21, 25]. However, the available data about the ongoing vehicular traffic during our experiments was not sufficient to neither directly account for obstructing cars to calculate a link-level impact, nor to categorize the available dataset based on grouped traffic conditions. Therefore, an average impact of the vehicular traffic is captured in the dataset, as the field experiments have covered different commuting times in different days.
2.4 Propagation Models

We explore a hybrid propagation loss model based on distance measures. For finer resolution, we separately model Longitudinal propagation (i.e., propagation in the same intersection leg or across continuous legs), and Around-the-Corner (ATC) propagation (i.e., propagation across orthogonal legs).

Figure 2.5 shows the different type of links that are accounted for in the proposed model. We assume that the simulator has access to the road geometry and can recognize ATC links based on the location of both transceivers. We further assume that it can perform a NLOS Test, by checking whether the line between a transmitter and receiver intersects with building outlines in the area. If it does not intersect with buildings, the link is classified as ATC-LOS, otherwise it is categorized as ATC-NLOS.

2.4.1 Longitudinal Propagation

We approximate longitudinal propagation with a log-normal model. In logarithmic scale, the received power is modeled as given by Equation 2.3.

\[ P_{rx} = P_{tx} - A_{lng} - 10B_{lng} \log_{10}(d_{tx-rx}) + Y + X_\sigma \]  

Here, \( A_{lng} \) is the intercept and it models the pathloss at a close distance to the receiver. \( B_{lng} \) is the pathloss exponent and it models how rapidly the power decays over transmitter-receiver distance of \( d_{tx-rx} \). \( X_\sigma \) is a zero-mean normal random variable with \( \sigma_X \) standard deviation and \( Y \) is an autoregressive process with \( \sigma_Y^2 \) marginal.
variance, reflecting a stochastic component accounting for dynamic obstructions and fading sources on the road. We briefly explain how we fitted $Y$ and $X$ in the following subsections.

We obtain the parameters for our model by setting up an optimization problem where we minimize the error between the mean/median received power produced by our model and the median RSS observed in the field experiments. We employ MATLAB’s \texttt{fminsearch} function which uses the simplex search method. Once minimized, the remaining error, or Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), is used to fit $X$ and $Y$ as discussed in 2.4.3. For higher accuracy, the fitting process is applied to the North-South and East-West propagation separately, rather than a combined model for all available Longitudinal propagation samples.

2.4.2 Around-the-Corner (ATC) Propagation

For ATC propagation, the relative placement with respect to the intersection is a significant factor in addition to the transmitter receiver distance. To model this with a stochastic approach, we explore the following alternative distance measures:

- $d_{tx-rx}$: The distance between transmitter and receiver.
- $d_{tx-0}$ and $d_{rx-0}$: distances between transmitter and the center of the intersection, and receiver and the center of the intersection, respectively.
- $d_{tx-axis}$ and $d_{rx-axis}$: distances between transmitter and the passenger-side curb, and receiver and the passenger-side curb, respectively, as heuristics to capture the lane number.

It is not surprising that for some of the distance measures combinations we obtain similar performance, as many of the distance measures depend on one another and thus, the effective amount of input information remains the same. After considering different combinations of the above distances, Equation 2.4 showed a better fit for the
At first, the fitted model showed much lower attenuation. We believe that it was caused by most of our data lying near the Receive Power Threshold (-95 dBm). This means that there are many lost packets for which we were unable to capture the RSS. By bringing the data samples closer to the observed mean, we are diverging from the true mean of the model, which would be composed of the observed and the censored RSS samples. During parameter fit procedure, we learned that without accounting for the lost samples the fitted model would not show a good accuracy.

To tackle this problem, we account for the lost packets due to lower RSS, the whole 2D distance range, i.e. transmitter distance to the center of intersection and receiver distance to the center of intersection, are binned. For each 2D bin, which we call it a tile, the Packet Error Ratio (PER) is calculated. For the bins where PER is less than 30%, the standard deviation of RSS values is calculated and averaged across all tiles with the same condition. The acquired standard deviation is further used to approximate RSS distribution for other 2D bins where the PER is less than 90%. The reason for ignoring the tiles with more than 90% of packet loss is that there are too few samples to start with to recreate signal strength distribution for that tile.
The ATC fitting process is analogous to the Longitudinal case; that is, by setting up the error minimization optimization problem and solving it with MATLAB’s \texttt{fminsearch} method. For finer tuning, the fitting process is applied to the North-West, South-West, North-East and South-East propagation cases whenever the \textit{NLOS Test} was positive for the packet transmission in post-processing (ATC-NLOS). Only one set of parameters, however, is extracted for ATC when the \textit{NLOS Test} is negative (ATC-LOS). We do not distinguish between different corners for ATC-LOS propagation. Table 2.2 shows the fitted parameters for ATC and Longitudinal propagation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Around-the-Corner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-East</td>
<td>4.464</td>
<td>2.411</td>
<td>1.567</td>
<td>1.569</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-East</td>
<td>-25.782</td>
<td>2.238</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-West</td>
<td>-2.327</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>2.298</td>
<td>2.346</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-West</td>
<td>6.958</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>2.889</td>
<td>2.921</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS</td>
<td>-34.958</td>
<td>1.815</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>7.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-North</td>
<td>-30.909</td>
<td>2.972</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East-West</td>
<td>-31.117</td>
<td>2.983</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4.3 Accounting for the Residual Fading

One way to capture the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) from the distant-dependent pathloss component calibration is to define one normal random variable to regenerate the calculated RMSE. This will result in high variation for a single wireless link by mistake, since the dataset used for the calibration is aggregated samples from many different experiment iterations, each with their own channel condition properties such as traffic condition. Therefore, we introduce two random variables: 1) A correlated random variable $Y$ by using a fitted autoregressive (AR) process for a typical wireless link from the dataset, and 2) a normal random variable $X$ to capture the residual variance around the fitted $Y$. Equation 2.5 and 2.6 calculate $\sigma_X$, i.e. residual standard deviation of $X$ based on the marginal variance $\sigma_Y^2$.

\[
\sigma_Y^2 = \frac{\sigma_x^2 \times (1 - \phi_1)}{(1 + \phi_1) \times (1 - \phi_0 - \phi_1) \times (1 + \phi_0 - \phi_1)} \tag{2.5}
\]

\[
\sigma_X = RMSE - \sigma_Y \tag{2.6}
\]
Where $\sigma^2_w$, $\phi_0$ and $\phi_1$ are fitted parameters of $Y$.

2.5 Simulation Results

To validate our proposed model, a version of ns-3 simulator [26] that was previously calibrated for V2V environment [27, 28] is used. For a fair comparison, mobility trajectories of the test cars are extracted from experiment log files and simulation parameters are set just as they were in the field experiments. Table 2.3 shows experiment and simulation parameters. The extracted mobility trajectories have been further fed into the simulator to generate log files similar to those from the field experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSRC Message Rate</td>
<td>20 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>$\sim$ 135 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit Power</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cable Loss</td>
<td>6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna gain</td>
<td>0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSRC Channel</td>
<td>172 (5855-5865 MHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Update Interval</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.1 Simulation Accuracy

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed propagation loss model, the packet error ratio (PER) is arguably a key metric because driving safety applications depend on successful packet reception. Therefore, higher level application metrics heavily depend on accurate PER simulation. Equation 2.7 calculates simulation accuracy for each tile, i.e. a 2D distance bin for the distance of the TX and RX to the center of the intersection.

$$
E_{i,j}^i = \left| \frac{PER_{i,j}^{\text{sim}} - PER_{i,j}^{\text{exp}}}{PER_{i,j}^{\text{exp}}} \right| \times 100
$$

$$
E_b^{i,j} = \min(E_{i,j}^i, 100)
$$

$$
A_{i,j} = 100 - E_b^{i,j} \quad i, j \in \mathbb{N}
$$

Here $i$ and $j$ are the indices of different distance bins of TX and RX from the center of the intersection. In the first step, the relative error between PER values from simulation
Figure 2.7: Distribution of simulation accuracy in terms of PER for different models: Somm. = Sommer et al., Mang. = Mangel et al., Gen. = The proposed model fitted for the entire ATC-NLOS dataset, and Cor-Spec. = The proposed model with corner-specific set of parameters.

\( (\text{PER}^{\text{sim}}_{i,j}) \) and PER values from experiment \( (\text{PER}^{\text{exp}}_{i,j}) \) is calculated for all \( i \)'s and \( j \)'s. As the calculated relative difference can be potentially more than 100\%, the value is bounded using \( E^{i,j}_b \) before calculating accuracy values of \( A^{i,j} \).

One challenge is to determine which 2D distance bins should be considered for performance evaluation, as PER gets very close to one after either TX or RX are in a relatively short distance into the intersection legs. One way to decide is to leverage the context, i.e. V2V safety applications in this case. As majority of crash scenarios at intersections happen closer to the center, we decided to calculate \( A_{i,j} \)'s up to 140 m for both of TX and RX distances to the center of the reference intersection.

For performance evaluation purposes, we selected models introduced and fitted by Sommer et al. [22] and Mangel et al. [24] as propagation models frequently used for intersection environment in the literature [23, 29]. For a thorough evaluation, we compare simulation accuracy of the aforementioned models to two different configurations of our proposed hybrid propagation model. In one configuration, labeled as Cor-Spec. (or \( C \)), four different set of parameters are fitted using the collected ATC data for each of the four corners of the intersection. In addition to our Corner-Specific configuration, we also provide simulation results for a configuration where our entire ATC-NLOS communication dataset is used to fit the model’s parameters, regardless of the corner. This configuration is considered a more generalized model, labeled as Gen. (or \( G \)). Note that in both configurations, the simulator distinguishes between Longitudinal and
Figure 2.8: Distribution of simulation accuracy evaluated for individual corners by: S = Sommer et al., M = Mangel et al., G = The proposed model fitted for the entire ATC-NLOS dataset, and C = The proposed model with corner-specific set of parameters.

Around-the-Corner propagation.

Figure 2.7 shows the distribution of the calculated simulation accuracy for 2D distance bins, accounting for the distance of the TX to the center of the intersection and the distance of the RX to the center of intersections for bin size of 20 m. The figure shows that our model outperforms both baseline models by at least 25% better simulation accuracy. We believe the accuracy difference between the two configurations of our model shows that the structure of the buildings at specific corners of an intersection has a very high impact on the propagation, as there is ≈40% accuracy difference between the two. The model introduced by Sommer et al. does not match the measurements well. The PER accuracy median of zero indicates that at least half of the PER tiles have a value that differs more than 100% from the corresponding PER values captured in our experiments.

To better understand the impact of different building structures on signal attenuation, we further evaluated simulation accuracy for individual corners. Note that only model labeled as C, i.e. the corner-specific configuration of our proposed model, is able to distinguish between different corners, and other models use similar parameters for all corners. The first observation from Figure 2.8 is that the proposed model outperforms the baseline with better median and 25th% values for all corners. Among all the
corners, the North-East and the North-West corners look challenging for both baseline and the generalized version of our model. The baseline shows simulation accuracy for these two corners with a median close to zero. This means the difference between the calculated PER for the field experiments and simulations is $\geq 100\%$ in comparison to experiment’s PER for at least 50% of the tiles.

The primary reason for such simulation inaccuracy, i.e. large relative differences between field experiment and simulation PER values, in the absence of interference is inaccurate signal strength calculation at the receiver. This is caused by uncalibrated propagation loss model. Such inaccuracy becomes more problematic, resulting in even more PER inaccuracies when hundreds or thousands of nodes are engaged in the simulation around the intersection, where interference becomes one of the sources of packet loss. Therefore, the magnitude of accuracy in scenarios with lower chance of interference can potentially grow for realistic simulation with many nodes.

Figure 2.9: Received Signal Strength (RSS) comparison for the North-West corner between (a) baseline model by Sommer et al., (b) baseline model by Mangel et al., (c) our proposed model with corner-specific parameters, and (d) experiment data.
2.5.2 Corner-Specific Metric Comparison

As Section 2.4.2 indicated, the ATC propagation cannot be easily captured by only the distance between TX and RX. With the same logic, we chose to illustrate RSS and PER metrics for different distances of TX and RX to the reference point, i.e. the center of intersection in this context.

Let us compare Received Signal Strength (RSS) of received packets for experiment with propagation models discussed before. In Figure 2.9 each colored-dot represents an RSS value for a received packet. The values of X and Y axis for each RSS sample shows the distance of its transmitter to the center of intersection and the distance of its receiver to the center of the intersection, respectively. By comparing Figures 2.9c and 2.9d, it is seen that the range of packet reception and the color shade of the RSS values follow the captured samples from experiments. On the contrary, none of the baseline models can capture the trend of Figure 2.9d.

As for the Packet Error Ratio (PER) Figure 2.10 shows 2D PER values for different TX-0 and RX-0 distance bins, where the bin size is 20 m. In this figure, experiment results (shown in the first row) are compared to simulation results (shown in the second row) using our proposed model with corner-specific configuration. It is observed that the proposed model can adapt well to the slope of the pathloss, which can be more for some corners (SW in Figure 2.10) and less for some others (NE in Figure 2.10).

2.6 Discussion

One observation from Figure 2.9 is that the RSS distribution over TX-0 and RX-0 is almost mirrored regarding line x = y for the experiment results. We believe such balanced RSS distribution is caused by the scenario setup where all of the test cars are transmitting and receiving at the same time. Therefore, for each BSM with \( d_{tx-0} = d_1 \) and \( d_{rx-0} = d_2 \), there exists another BSM with \( d_{tx-0} \approx d_2 \) and \( d_{rx-0} \approx d_1 \) with time difference less than 50 msec (test cars transmit at 20 Hz).

Acknowledging symmetry as one of the basics of wireless signal propagation characteristics, the model by Sommer et al. and our proposed model seem to reflect such
Figure 2.10: Packet Error Ratio comparison between experiment data (1st column) and simulation results with the proposed model (2nd column) left to right, for North-East (1st row), South-East (2nd row), South-West (3rd row), and North-West (4th row).

property (see Figures 2.9a and 2.9c). Quite the contrary, the Model by Mangel et al. seems to fail capturing the essence of channel symmetry (see Figure 2.9b). We believe such phenomenon is caused by differentiating between geometrical location of TX and RX regarding buildings’ walls in Equation 2.2.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we report our experience from a large-scale data collection with 10 DSRC transceivers in an intersection with real vehicular traffic. We used near-production
DSRC radios and Basic Safety Message (BSM) to exchange information on channel 172. The collected data is further analyzed, resulting in a scalable hybrid propagation loss model that is both geometrical in terms of using building geometry to distinguish between LOS and NLOS, as well as stochastic because the impact of buildings and ongoing vehicular traffic on propagation behavior is captured implicitly by different parameters of a stochastic model. We showed that individual building structures have significant impact on propagation at different intersection corners, so that a stochastic model with separate parameters for each corner outperforms an average model over all corners. We also find that existing intersection models do not fit the experimental data well. Simulations show that the proposed model achieves 80% accuracy on average in terms of PER, with a 25% to 80% improvement over models suggested by previous studies.

2.8 Chapter Summary

In summary, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:

- Presenting and analyzing experiment data, collected from a busy intersection with real vehicular traffic and state-of-the-art DSRC radios.
- Proposing a hybrid propagation accounting for buildings’ shadowing by different path loss exponent values, as well as distinguishing LOS and NLOS cases per packet transmission.
- Cross-validating simulation results using field experiment data and illustrating the resulting accuracy using physical and network layer metrics such as Packet Error Ratio (PER) and Received Signal Strength (RSS).
- Comparing simulation results using the proposed model and comparable propagation loss models for intersection from the literature.
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Chapter 3
Pedestrian-to-Everything (P2X) Simulator Design

This chapter aims to describe primary components of a calibrated simulator for P2X communication. It starts by analysing pedestrian-involved accident scenarios, and then describes the steps to generate a realistic Manhattan mobility trace for pedestrians. At the end of this chapter, the channel model used in the simulator are described.

3.1 Pedestrian-Vehicle Accident Scenarios

According to a study conducted by NHTSA in 2014 [30], a traffic accident involving pedestrians is the result of numerous factors including limitations in road geometry, excessive traveling speed of a vehicle, adverse weather, and visual obstruction of human drivers. These factors together lead to delayed or missed detection of a pedestrian. This can be mitigated, as estimated by the study, by equipping vehicles with extra detection capabilities for pedestrians. In the context of this thesis, we focus on such capabilities provided by DSRC, where pedestrians carry devices sending DSRC packets to vehicles. We hope that P2V communications can alert the driver or vehicle to the presence of a pedestrian sufficiently in advance to avoid possible traffic accidents.

In particular, we are concerned with the performance of P2V communications in the two scenarios shown in Figure 3.1. These scenarios represent almost 67% of the total pedestrian fatalities as highlighted in [31]. In the first scenario, a vehicle moves straight with a pedestrian walking against/along traffic. Here, the pedestrian might visible or obscured by other traffic. In the second scenario, a pedestrian could be hidden by objects (e.g., corner of a building), leaving not enough time for the vehicle to brake once detected. These two scenarios require P2V communications work within both LOS and NLOS environments in order to eliminate traffic accidents.
The case for early awareness is further supported by the recent SAE J2945/9 document [31], which indicates 8 seconds before collision as the time requirement for issuing a situation awareness message. Therefore, it is possible that a pedestrian who will cross the street is still on the sidewalk, hidden behind a building from the perspective of the approaching car. Motivated by this consideration, we separately model and analyze line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight communication links in the simulation.

### 3.2 Case Study and Simulation Scenario

We selected the Times Square neighborhood in New York City because of its particularly high pedestrian and vehicle density and harsh wireless signal propagation environment, when compared to most other United States locations. It therefore represents a challenging scenario for pedestrian to vehicle communications because the performance of a P2V link depends not only on the channel propagation environment but also on the aggregate interference from other transmitters. It is also a location that faces pedestrian safety challenges. In a 2015 city government safety action plan [32], it has been identified as one of the priority intersection, which require further action to reduce pedestrian accidents. Manhattan overall accounts for 34 out of an average 157 annual New York City pedestrian fatalities.
Figure 3.2: (a) The area and roads with simulated pedestrian and vehicle traffic (b) Location of stationary pedestrians within Times Square

Figure 3.2a shows the area we used to create the scenario’s topology. Since we focus on examining network parameters at the center of Times Square (i.e. green dot in Figure 3.2a), the expected point of peak channel load, the selected dimensions are chosen to encompass the maximum interference range in the simulation scenario.

To keep the number of simulated nodes within a computationally feasible range for ns-3, we used a heuristic to further limit the pedestrians represented in the simulator to those that can actually significantly contribute to the channel load at the center of Times Square and impact the system performance. The path loss exponent between a pair of transceivers that are located on two different sides of a building is very high (see Section 3.3). This means that the spatial channel load for two parts of the map with a building between them are almost uncorrelated. We therefore retained only generated pedestrian and vehicle traffic in immediately adjacent streets (the area within the green box in Figure 3.2b) and for the roads where line-of-sight to the center of Times Square exists (marked by blue in Figure 3.2a).

The pedestrian and vehicle traffic traces are generated using the SUMO mobility simulator [33]. The resulting mobility traces, are further calibrated using more than three hundred photos we took during peak hours in the area. SUMO generates vehicle and pedestrian movement traces using Origin-Destination models. The primary model
Figure 3.3: Sample photograph footage used to validate the simulated mobility traces uses a graph representation of the map, where vertices and edges represent intersections and streets, respectively. Then entities such as pedestrians and vehicles can be generated for a pair of origin and destination edges. The density and general movement pattern can be further controlled by manipulating parameters such as the maximum walk distance, the probability of origin and destination edges at the map’s margin, etc.

Given the goal to evaluate channel load and interference, we focused on matching the overall distribution and movements of pedestrians in a short, say 10s simulation. Since we do not require long simulation times, we did not attempt to create accurate origin-destination models for pedestrian trips. Figure 3.3b is an example photo used to calibrate the density of moving pedestrians by providing number of pedestrians waiting for green traffic light to pass a particular intersection in the aforementioned map. We adjusted the pedestrian traffic flow parameters in the SUMO simulator until the count at the same intersection in the mobility trace approximately match the one obtained from the photo.

In the Times Square area marked by dark blue in Figure 3.2b, most pedestrians linger and do not move for periods of time. Those pedestrians are not well-represented by SUMO default models. We therefore decided to create 400 additional pedestrians
Figure 3.4: Different link types between transceivers in Times Square, which are modeled as stationary given our short simulation time. We used photos such as Figure 3.3a to match the distribution and the number of stationary pedestrians in Times Square, between 44 Street and 47 Street.

Note that only the movement for pedestrians and vehicles which are outdoors is modeled; people inside buildings, and vehicles parked in indoor parking areas are not included in the mobility traces even though they could also contribute to interference, albeit at somewhat lower levels due to building attenuation.

The resulting scenario comprises approximately 400 vehicles and 2000 moving pedestrians across 7th avenue, 45 Street and Broadway, and 400 stationary stationary pedestrians at peak time across Times Square.  

3.3 Propagation Environment

To better reflect the propagation environment in a densely-built urban environment, we designed the simulator to choose different models depending on the degree to which the direct path is obstructed between a sender and receiver. The simulator maintains a map of building outlines (obtained from OpenStreetMap) and uses these to distinguish three situations: No-Building Shadowing (NBS), Building Shadowing (BS), and Building Blocked (BB). Figure 3.4 illustrates these link categories. From a simulation perspective, whenever there is a packet transmission, the propagation loss module

---

1 The mobility traces and ns-3 simulator source code are available for download [34].
within the simulator identifies the matching category for the link and then calculates the received signal according to the corresponding propagation model. We describe the exact selection criteria and models next.

Table 3.1: Propagation Environment Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Link Type</th>
<th>Preliminary Loss Model</th>
<th>Final Loss Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBS</td>
<td>No Building</td>
<td>Log Distance model with parameters in [24]</td>
<td>Longitudinal model described in Chapter 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shadowing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Proposed loss model in [24]</td>
<td>The ATC model described in Chapter 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shadowing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Constant infinite loss</td>
<td>Constant infinite loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 summarizes different links categories based on the relative transceiver and building’s locations. Note that the model described in Chapter 2 was developed in a separate line of work as this thesis was shaping. Therefore, the results showed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are generated using the preliminary propagation loss model. However, we regenerated some of the key results of Chapter 6 with the calibrated model of Chapter 2.

**No Building Shadowing (NBS) Links:** If the direct path between two transceivers does not intersect any of the building edges, then the link is classified as not being affected by building shadowing and blocking. An example of NBS links is shown in Figure 3.4 where the link color is green.

**Building Shadowing (BS) Links:** If the line is intersecting two adjacent edges of the same building, then the link between them is considered as a wireless link with building shadowing, where the two transceivers share an intersection that they have LOS access to its center. We label this category of links, which is showed with yellow color in Figure 3.4 with BS.

**Building Blocked (BB) Links:** The third category is where the link between two transceivers is blocked by a building. But, in this case, the two transceivers do not share an intersection, i.e. they are located in parallel streets (see the red color link in Figure 3.4). Considering the height and depth of the buildings in Manhattan area, we assumed the signal strength on the other side of the building would be negligible.
and the interference is not accounted for in the simulation. If there is more than one
building between the transceivers, the link is considered as BB as well.

3.4 Chapter Summary

To summarize, the contributions of this chapter are:

- Reviewing primary pedestrian-vehicle accident scenarios with the highest proba-
bility.

- Designed, introduced and validated a challenging high-density mobility scenario
  for pedestrian safety message evaluations.

- Introducing the propagation model to be used in the P2X simulator.
Chapter 4

Congestion Control in P2X Communication for Idealized Positioning Accuracy

4.1 Idealized Candidate Contextual Transmission Policy (CTP)

For the sake of clarity, let us first ignore possible measurements errors and consider a CTP for operation under ideal conditions.

The first context rule of the algorithm eliminates transmissions when the smartphone remains stationary for a longer period of time $t_s$, a time interval which would be configured on the order of several minutes. Vulnerable road users usually move and very rarely sit or remain stationary for an extended period of time. In contrast, smartphone users inside buildings, restaurants, or cafes may sit or put aside their smartphone for longer periods of time. Modern smartphone contain low-power inertial sensors that can efficiently track such movement, further motivates this baseline rule.

When motion is detected, the transmission policy uses inertial techniques to determine the type of motion (walking, running, bicycle, in-vehicles, train) using algorithms as discussed in prior work [35]. The CTP will transmit PSMs when walking, running, and bicycle transportation modes are detected but not for vehicle or train occupants, which are not considered vulnerable road users (and vehicles are expected to have their own DSRC transmitters). When running or bicycle modes are detected, the transmitter can remain in higher-risk mode (i.e. more frequent transmission) due to the higher speeds involved and the shorter duration of such activities compared to time spent walking.

The primary challenge then lies in assessing risk in the walking context. The walking context may be further refined by using indoor/outdoor classification techniques [36], in
which case transmissions can be disabled indoors. These algorithms generally consume
more power than movement detection, which motivates their use as a secondary algo-


rithm that is only periodically active when a user is walking. Note though that complete
deactivation of indoor transmissions may create risks in indoor parking garages.

Ideally, the walking context should also be further refined by using in-street context
information, since the majority of pedestrians usually moves in relatively safe sidewalk
or pedestrian plaza locations. With ideal sensor and map information, the CTP could
use the VRU’s location to examine if the VRU is located on the road simply by compar-
ing the most recent GPS location $L_{\text{latest}}$ reported by the smartphone, with the borders
of nearby sidewalks and streets. To perform such a comparison, $L_{\text{latest}}$ would need
to be accurate to about one meter. Moreover, a carefully calibrated map is required,
where boarders of streets and sidewalks are accurately marked. There are two primary
challenges with the aforementioned method: 1) Many electronic maps define streets
only with their centerline and do not precisely delineate sidewalks. 2) GPS sensors
on smartphones exhibit tens of meters of error in urban canyons. Therefore, a direct
comparison between $L_{\text{latest}}$ and road-sidewalk borders is unlikely to work. Since no
sufficiently accurate in-street detection algorithm exist that can operate in dense urban
areas and only rely on smartphone sensors, we focus the remainder of the discussion on
this aspect.

While much of the DSRC effort has concentrated on allowing vehicles to exchange
position information to enhance situational awareness, the recent SAE J2945/9 standardization
activities are also explicitly considering vulnerable road users, which in-
cludes pedestrians. We refer the reader to this standard document for further details on
application scenarios and system design. Here we focus on the network congestion ques-
tion. Addressing channel congestion and co-channel interference has already required
significant work when only considering transmissions between vehicles. This
raises questions on how transmissions from potentially large numbers of pedestrians can
be accommodated.

To explore and understand the scaling challenges inherent in pedestrian-to-vehicle
communications, this chapter reports on an effort to evaluate the load generated and
We construct a simulation scenario for the neighborhood surrounding Times Square in New York City and generate pedestrian and vehicle traces using the Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) simulator. These traces are then replayed in the ns-3 network simulator using different pedestrian transmission strategies. In particular, we consider update rates between 1 Hz and 5 Hz for each pedestrian. We also consider contextual triggers that activate and deactivate P2X transmissions based on whether the pedestrian is moving and whether the pedestrian is located in the street. We report the channel load as well as packet error and latency, in terms of the inter-packet gap achieved in this case study scenario.

4.1.1 Transmission Trigger Policies

We assume that the pedestrian transmission will be activated by a trigger policy since it is undesirable to contribute to channel congestion and handset battery drain when the user is in no need protection. By exploiting rich sensor data from a smartphone, the generation of VRU safety message can be context-based, i.e., the message generation is only triggered in certain situations that can be detected with smartphone sensors. Based on a review of relevant context-detection literature, we select three possible trigger conditions for further study. Note that the focus of this thesis is not on developing these context sensing technologies but to evaluate their effectiveness in contextual trigger policies, assuming that the sensing itself can be realized. Table 4.1 summarizes relevant context sensing technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outdoor Environment Detection</th>
<th>The device is able to distinguish outdoor environments from indoor [40, 41]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement Detection</td>
<td>The device is able to detect movements, e.g. using accelerometer [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaching Road Detection</td>
<td>The device is able to detect crossing a road using, e.g. GPS or other sensors [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-vehicle phone detection</td>
<td>The device is able to detect if it is in a vehicle [44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the technology assumptions in table 4.1, the considered VRU safety message transmission policies are:

**Baseline (Outdoor):** All pedestrians located outdoor periodically generates a safety message at fixed transmission rate $r$. Specifically, we consider rates of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, and 5 Hz. We selected those rates with the goal of enabling the receiver to track the position of a moving pedestrian. Lower rates would lead to considerable movement of a running pedestrian in between updates. Higher rates would not offer a tracking benefit considering expected pedestrian speed and achievable positioning accuracies. Note that indoor persons are not included in our simulations, since there normally is no risk of traffic accidents. We also assume that phones in vehicles do not transmit because vehicles are planned to have built-in DSRC transmitters.

**MovingPed:** This contextual trigger policy activates transmissions at the fixed rate $r$ only when the pedestrian is outdoor and moving. Transmissions begin immediately when movement is detected and continue for a time window $S$ after the phone last senses movement. Mobile smartphones in vehicles are assumed not to transmit.

**Multiple Tx Rates:** This algorithm allows all outdoor pedestrians to transmit but at different rates depending on whether they are stationary or moving. Moving pedestrians transmit at the faster 5Hz rate and stationary pedestrians transmit at the slower 2Hz rate. Again, mobile smartphones in vehicles are assumed not to transmit.

**On-StreetPed** This policy only allows pedestrians that are located on streets to transmit at a fixed rate $r$. Sensing technology to support such distinctions is less mature than movement and in-vehicle detection but we include it here for reference since knowing about such pedestrians is presumably more relevant to vehicles than the many pedestrians that are safely located on sidewalks.

### 4.2 Evaluation

To evaluate channel load, test-bed implementation would be very expensive regarding the scale of the scenario. Instead, we use ns-3.16 [26] with Wifi frame capture [45] to simulate the communication between pedestrians and vehicles. The list of simulation
parameters is given in table 5.1.

Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$CW_{min}$</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIFSN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>316 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>6 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise floor</td>
<td>-98 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy detection thrshld</td>
<td>-85 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use three metrics to evaluate simulation results: Channel Busy Percentage (CBP) as the indicator of channel load, Packet Error Ratio (PER) and near worst case Inter-Packet Gap (95% IPG). These are typical link quality parameters in the V2V safety communication research \cite{35, 46}. CBP is calculated using Eq. (4.1)

$$CBP = \frac{t_{ChBusy}}{t_{CBP}} \times 100\%$$  \quad (4.1)$$

Where $t_{CBP}$ is the CBP measurement window and $t_{ChBusy}$ is the time period during which the channel is measured as busy by the device. PER is the ratio of the number of dropped messages to the sum of the received and dropped messages for each pair of transmitter and receiver. Likewise, IPG measures the time between two consecutively received packets between a pair of transmitter and receiver. IPG is an important performance metric since it determines how frequently a vehicle could get information updates, such as the location, from a particular pedestrian. The near worst case analysis for IPG helps to understand how bad the system might perform.

The PER and 95% IPG are calculated based on the transmissions carried out in Times Square area (the green box in Figure 3.2b). That is, if the transmitter is within the green box the transmission is accounted for computation regardless of whether the receiver is within the same region or not. Since vehicles are probably less interested in getting updates from a pedestrian located on a parallel road (not opposite lanes on the same road), where there is a building between them, all the BB links are excluded. The distance between transmitter and receiver determines in which distance bin the
transmission (successful/unsuccessful) is counted. The distance bin is set to 30 meters in this work.

Figure 4.1 shows average CBP over 10 seconds of simulation for different rates and different transmission trigger policies at the center of Times Square (green circle in Figure 3.2a). The simulation initialization phase, further, has been removed from the calculations. Since, so far, there is no standard on the issue of the VRU safety message generation rate, all the performance and channel load evaluations are done where the VRU safety message transmission rate $r$ is 1 Hz, 2 Hz, or 5 Hz, which means that VRU safety messages are transmitted every 1 second, 500 milliseconds or 200 milliseconds, respectively, once the policy’s constraints are met. As Multiple Tx Rates (labeled as $MulTxRates$ in the figures) is a policy using both 2 Hz (Stationary pedestrians) and 5 Hz (Moving pedestrians). Its results are shown separately with the single bar.

While the argument against lower safety message transmission rates is that they simply might not meet the minimum safety requirements regarding the location updates, Figure 4.1 shows that the channel easily gets saturated when the frequency of safety message transmission grows. On the other hand, the baseline transmission policy shows worst performance. Simulation results show 94% as CBP for Baseline $r = 5Hz$ due to transmissions of hidden nodes from different streets, which is high enough to saturate the channel. $MulTxRates$ holds the second busiest channel among other policies and rates with CBP 84%.

![Figure 4.1: Measured CBP at the center of Times Square](image-url)
Figure 4.2 shows performance metric analysis based on simulation results. Each metric calculation in this figure is averaged on five simulation runs with different mobility traces. The error bars on each distance bin result represent minimum and maximum over all five simulation runs.

Figures 4.2a–4.2c show PER for different VRU safety message transmission policies where the transmission rates are $r = 1Hz$, $r = 2Hz$ and $r = 5Hz$, respectively. For each of these PER plots, the corresponding 95% IPG results are presented in Figure 4.2d–4.2f. It can be seen that the PER increases dramatically where no transmission constraints are used other than the outdoor detection. Figure 4.2f shows that a high PER for Baseline can further lead to undesirable IPG results. Normally, the higher the 95% IPG, the less reliable the system is.

Some of the PER and 95% IPG results for 135m are lower than at 105m distance, which seems surprising. In the simulation logs, we found that the 105m bin contains more samples from BS links, which has worse communication performance than NSB links, than the 135m bin. We believe that this is an artifact of the building layout in
Figure 4.3: 95% IPG for Baseline $r = 2Hz$ for different link types

this particular environment.

Another observation from Figure 4.2 is that the system is significantly more reliable as the given transmission rate increases up to 5 Hz when MovingPed or On-StreetPed used. This is also consistent with the observation from Figure 4.1 where the channel is not optimally used, suggesting that there could be even more packets on the air in a given time interval. Not surprisingly, MulTxRates still has the second worst performance among all rates/policies.

Although the presented results in Figure 4.2 for some of the transmission trigger policies are promising, note that performance analysis is done for the overall PER and 95% IPG in terms of different link types. As briefly mentioned in Section 3.1, there might be some special cases of the crossing road pre-crash scenario where the pedestrian is not in the driver’s sight at the time that the first situation awareness transmission is needed to be delivered to the vehicle. In such cases, if the VRU safety message is delivered once the pedestrian moved to a LOS situation, the situation awareness alert time requirement specified in SAE J2945/9 might not be met before estimated TTC \cite{31}.

This is why we further split the results shown in Figure 4.2e based on the type of the wireless links at the time of communication. Figure 4.3 compares the 95% IPG for NBS and BS links. The figure shows a 40% to more than 100% jump in 95% IPG for the BS links in comparison with the NBS links at higher distance bins, where the
system functionality might mostly rely on BS links.

4.3 Related Work

Existing work in the VRU safety literature can be divided into four categories: 1) Sensor-based stand-alone approaches for smartphones; 2) Sensor-based stand-alone approaches for cars; 3) Collaborative approaches using infrastructure; 4) Ad hoc collaborative approaches.

The WalkSafe project [6] is an example of stand-alone applications that uses smartphone camera input to alert the pedestrian if any vehicle is approaching while the pedestrian is using the phone (i.e., talking while walking). In the same category, Jain et al. [43], introduce a new method to alert pedestrians who walk while using their phone whenever they step into the street. This method uses wearable sensors on the pedestrian’s shoes paired with the smartphone to detect stepping into the street and can display an alert on a distracted pedestrian’s smartphone screen. The presented method is introduced after the authors showed that GPS measurements provided by the smartphones in urban environments are not accurate enough to rely on [47]. These approaches focus on distracted pedestrians, and in their stand-alone form are not a general pedestrian safety solution.

Sensors mounted on vehicles, on the other hand, have potential to detect most pedestrians on the road. Research (e.g., [48, 49]) that has used different vehicle-mounted sensors such as cameras, RADAR and LASER scanners falls into the second category. While this approach can detect pedestrians that are not using phones and not equipped with special devices, they work only if line-of-sight to the obstacle is available.

In the third category, as briefly mentioned before, Masud et al. [7] used an RFID tag based communication between pedestrians and cars around intersections via infrastructure equipment (i.e., road side units). While this study shows improved safety, the infrastructure requirement makes it harder to deploy. Sugimoto et al. [50] conducted a pedestrian to vehicle prototype study using 3G cellular communication and IEEE
802.11b WLAN technology. Another paper [51] also describes cellular-based communications between cars and pedestrians, but does not provide any reliability analysis due to high latency in the cellular network in comparison with wifi. Nowadays vehicular communication systems, however, are based on IEEE 802.11p [52]. David and Flach [53] introduce the idea of communication between cars and pedestrians where not all the pedestrians transmit all the time. Since the decision of which pedestrians and cars are at accident risk needs to be made in a server, the system has scalability and other drawbacks of centralized systems.

In 2013, Wu et al. [54] envisioned a future for DSRC technology that supports vulnerable road users such as pedestrians. This work focuses more on the handset battery consumption of the application. Wu et al. further conducted a test-bed study to analyze a Wifi-based P2V communication scenario [55]. While this study includes similar scenarios as those that motivate our research, none of this work has analyzed channel load and scalability of the system. Anaya et al. [56] analyzed some aspects of P2V communications such as the minimum distance required by each party to be successfully warned if the relative speed between the vehicle and the pedestrian is within a threshold. The wireless protocol used in their test-bed, however, is not IEEE 802.11p, which is considered for DSRC communications.

4.4 Discussion

Let us briefly discuss channel choice implications of these results and the impact of frame capture in these simulations.

4.4.1 Channel Choices

To enable vehicle to pedestrian communications, decision have to be made around the world on which channels to permit transmissions from mobile handsets. The simulations in this work have only considered pedestrian transmissions on a 10 MHz/6 Mbps DSRC channel with no other traffic. The channel load and performance results therefore best
represent the results obtained with a dedicated channel for pedestrian to vehicle communications, which is separate from all other DSRC-related messaging. Receiving such messages would then require an additional radio in cars that is tuned to this channel. One might also ask whether such messages can be accommodated on the safety channel used for vehicle-to-vehicle safety messaging. Given the relatively high channel loads obtained even with contextual triggers for moving detection, it is questionable whether a 10 MHz channel offers enough capacity for both vehicle and pedestrian messages. It is possible, though, that future work will lead to improved sensing strategies that can identify particularly dangerous traffic situations involving pedestrians, which could allow for such transmissions.

### 4.4.2 Impact of Frame Capture Implementation

Frame Capture is a feature of modern wireless chips that allows switching to receiving a newly arrived signal with a stronger signal strength when a reception of a weaker signal was already in process. While to date, the official release of the ns-3 simulator does not support this feature, we implement the frame capture effect in our simulator by applying patches we have developed [45]. To emphasize the importance of the capture effect model in these simulation studies, we repeat some of the experiments with the default ns-3 packet reception model (i.e., without frame capture).

---

**Figure 4.4:** PER for Baseline 2Hz, with/without wifi frame capture feature in the simulator.
Figure 4.4 compares the PER where the simulator is using the default ns-3’s packet reception model with simulator using wifi frame capture. All the other simulation settings and the scenario configuration are kept. Note that the simulation results show up to 40% increase in PER when the default ns-3 packet reception model is used. This is mostly because at short distance bins, the wifi frame capture feature is able to lock to a stronger frame coming from a nearby device. On the contrary, the default ns-3 packet reception model drops both the currently receiving packet and the newly arrived packet.

4.5 Conclusion

We first created a simulation scenario for Times Square area in New York City and generate pedestrian and vehicle traces using the Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) simulator. These mobility traces were further replayed in the ns-3 network simulator to evaluate channel load and performance of such a network. The evaluation is done considering sample transmission trigger policies that prioritize moving pedestrians or on-street pedestrians where the transmission rate is varying between 1 Hz and 5 Hz. Extensive simulation results show that results for the 5 Hz transmission policy, where the smartphones transmit at 5 Hz when an outdoor environment is detected (Baseline policy) raise questions on whether vulnerable road user performance targets can be met in crowded environments. It also has been shown that there exists significant potential to improve the network performance through context-aware transmissions policies or trigger conditions.

4.6 Chapter Summary

To summarize, the contributions of this chapter are:

- Network performance and channel load evaluations for different transmission policies and update rate assumptions.
• Showing that the network performance can be significantly improved via contextual transmission policies, such as those prioritizing moving or in-street pedestrians.
Chapter 5
Reducing Unnecessary P2X Safety Transmissions Using a Proximity-Based Heuristic

Many VRUs move in inherently more safe locations, such as a sidewalk, where the risk of colliding with a vehicle is very small. Other pedestrians, for example those crossing the street, are at higher risk and information about them is significantly more valuable to nearby vehicles for safety applications. Existing congestion control algorithms, mainly developed for V2V environment, do not account for this and would lead to relatively uniform reductions in message rate over all pedestrians. Naively applying them here could lead to unnecessary transmissions from pedestrians that are safe and potentially too few transmissions from pedestrian at risk.

To address this challenge, this work proposes a Contextual Transmission Policy (CTP) for VRUs based on a smartphone sensor-based classification algorithm to detect when VRUs are on the road. The CTP is orthogonal to the congestion control algorithms and can be viewed as a prioritization strategy that maintain high rates for pedestrians at risk but seeks to reduce unnecessary message transmissions from those who can be determined to be at very low risk. To assess risk, the classifier uses several contextual parameters such as movement and type of motion but primarily relies on location of the VRU. It estimates the VRU distance from key crossing points, locations that are frequently used by pedestrians to cross the street. Since Global Positioning System (GPS) readings are frequently inaccurate in urban canyons, where the error is more than tens of meters, the algorithm uses additional guard zones around these crossing points based on positioning error estimates. If the VRU is located sufficiently far away from the crossing point at the road border, that is outside the guard zone, the VRU is judged at low risk and assigned a low message rate. The guard zone is
determined adaptively based on GPS error estimates to maximize the reduction of the unnecessary PSM transmissions while not missing any VRUs that cross the street.

While CTP is compatible with different communication architectures, the simulation implementation and evaluation assumes Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology, which enables low-latency message transmissions. A full implementation could build on smartphone prototypes capable of transmitting PSMs that have been demonstrated by industry [57].

5.1 Background

Recent activities from the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) community demonstrated growing interests in using wireless communication to improve the safety of VRUs. For example, the Volpe National Transportation System Center (NTSC) analyzed the national crash database and prioritized pre-crash scenarios that lead up to traffic accidents involving pedestrians and vehicles [58]. The project helps lay the foundation to develop new wireless communication-based pedestrian-to-vehicle (P2V) cooperative safety applications. Meanwhile, the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) funded the city of Tampa in Florida through its Connected Vehicle Pilot program to explore a proof-of-concept P2V solution [59]. The goal of the effort is to provide a safer traveling experience for pedestrians at intersections. Further, a working group of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) recently worked to publish a P2V communication standard J2945/9 [13], which defines a set of preliminary technical specifications for using the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technology to transmit PSMs. This standard will serve as a guidance for manufactures to build devices supporting P2V communications in the U.S.

5.1.1 A Contextual Approach

The above analysis highlights the need to pursue a new PSM-oriented congestion control solution. A promising research direction is to understand VRU safety context and focus transmission of PSMs more on the critical moments where such a message is
necessary. This direction, given the above discussion, could enable an algorithm to reduce both battery consumption for a VRU device and congestion on the wireless channel. In our previous work [60], we have demonstrated that if the pedestrian’s contextual information can be collected accurately, it could help significantly reduce the communication traffic load over the channel.

To extract pedestrian’s contextual information, prior work has focused on using data from smartphone’s built-in sensors. Our previous work [43, 47, 61] have studied the feasibility and limitations of using built-in sensors to identify pedestrian risk scenarios. In [47], we analyzed the performance of positioning and inertial sensing techniques for in-street pedestrian detection in both rural and urban scenarios. Further in [61], we demonstrated the data obtained from multiple sensors (e.g. GPS, gyroscope, compass, etc.) on the smartphone can be explored to detect pedestrian’s movements, such as turning left or right, and then predict when the pedestrians are about to cross the street. However, both work identified that the performance of the proposed detection techniques can get potentially affected by the high-rise buildings in the urban area due to large errors in the positioning.

To tackle the positioning challenges, we created a new detection technique based on shoe mounted inertial sensors which can characterize pedestrian’s on-ramp walking and the process of stepping down from a street curb without fine-grained GPS information [43]. Although the performance of the system was demonstrated encouraging, the requirement of additional shoe-mounted inertial sensor may limit the large-scale deployment of the system.

Tang et al. [62] proposed an algorithm to detect street crossing attempts of pedestrians by using images from their smartphone camera. The algorithm detects distracted pedestrians who cross a street while using a phone, e.g. texting. However, this algorithm requires pedestrians to hold their smartphones while walking, which may not be the case in many situations. Bujari et al. presented in [63] an algorithm which leverages the accelerometer on the smartphone to detect street-crossing events after pedestrians waited for the green phase of a traffic light. The algorithm was cost effective. However, unpredictable human behavior lead to a high false positive and negative rates.
This chapter pursues an approach that relies on the sensory data on the smartphone to extract pedestrian’s contextual information without any special interaction between the smartphone and the pedestrian. The information is further used to develop a CTP that sends PSMs for a pedestrian based on his/her perceived safety level. Our design goal for the CTP is to reduce the transmission of PSMs as much as possible without compromising the safety of a pedestrian.

5.2 Contextual Transmission Policy

The key idea of the proposed CTP is to track multiple context clues that indicate that a smartphone user is not currently a vulnerable road user and to reduce or eliminate personal safety message transmission in this case. In particular, the design focuses on the key challenge of identifying the many smartphone users who are in relatively safe location on sidewalks or in pedestrian zones even when the positioning data available to the smartphone is affected by errors on the order of tens of meters, as frequently the case in urban canyons. It accomplishes this through a map of common street crossing points, where pedestrians walk onto the street, and an adaptive guard zone around these crossing points that is adjusted based on the positioning error estimate.

5.2.1 CTP with Walking Risk Assessment

Without access to the detailed map and accurate location of VRUs, the proposed design uses a proximity heuristic, to compare VRU’s noisy GPS location with the locations where VRUs frequently cross the street. Such crossing points, $C_i$, can be manually marked on a map stored in the phone, or can be potentially determined automatically by overhearing the positions reported in others’ PSMs over a longer span of time. The rationale is that if a pedestrian is in proximity of any such crossing point, there is a higher chance of crossing the street. Conversely, if the pedestrian is sufficiently far away from these crossing points and the risk of a mid-block or random crossing is low, the frequency of PSM transmissions can be reduced. Generally, the algorithm is intended to be conservative, it errs on the side of classifying pedestrians as $HighVulnerable$
while still located on the sidewalk rather than putting vulnerable pedestrians in danger by misclassifying them as safe.

More precisely, as shown in Algorithm 1, the CTP’s main part (line 5-15) executes only if the VRU is moving/walking. Otherwise, the VRU is marked *LowVulnerable*. In our work, the accelerometer on smartphones is used to analyze VRU movement which, once detected, triggers the algorithm to update the proximity threshold $d_{Thr}$ (line 4), as discussed later. Then, the classifier algorithm calculates a distance $d_i$ between the latest reported location $L_{latest}$ and each nearby crossing location $C_i$ from the map, where $i = 1, 2..N$ and $N$ is the number crossing points stored in the phone’s map within a predefined radius around the device. If the condition $d_i < d_{Thr}$ is satisfied for at least one $i$, then the VRU is marked as *HighVulnerable*, otherwise as *LowVulnerable*.

**Algorithm 1** Proximity-Based CTP Algorithm

```
1: Input: $C_i$, $L_{latest}$, err$_{L_{latest}}$, $w_{max}$
2: Output: Vulnerability level
3: if VRU is Moving then
4:    $d_{Thr} \leftarrow$ maximum($\alpha \times err_{L_{latest}}$, $w_{max}$)
5:    for Crossing point $C_i$ do
6:       $d_i \leftarrow$ distance between $L_{latest}$ and $C_i$
7:       if $d_i \leq d_{Thr}$ then
8:          mark this VRU as *HighVulnerable*
9:          return
10:    end if
11: end for
12: if RandomCrossingDetection then
13:    mark this VRU as *HighVulnerable*
14: return
15: end if
16: end if
17: mark this VRU as *LowVulnerable*
18: return
```

The key to addressing positioning inaccuracies lies in the choice of the threshold $d_{Thr}$ which defines a guard zone around the crossing points. While a fixed, conservative $d_{Thr}$ would simplify the algorithm, we consider an adaptive threshold to address the changing GPS error magnitude over time. The algorithm monitors the GPS error $err_{L_{latest}}$ reported by the smartphone and multiplies it with a safety coefficient $\alpha$.

---

1Android, for example, provides the `getAccuracy()` method, which returns a floating point number
to obtain $d_{Thr}$. Note though that the street-width $w_{max}$ should be a lower bound for $d_{Thr}$. The maximum nearby street width $w_{max}$ can be obtained from maps such as OpenStreetMap [65] or could potentially be calculated using differences between nearby crossing points $C_i$.

To accommodate possible mid-block crossing and stepping into the street at other random locations, the algorithm can incorporate additional heuristics (line 12-15). First, stepping off a curb results in larger acceleration measurements than regular steps [43]. Second, in areas with sidewalks, stepping off the curb other than at an intersection is often preceded by a change in direction, which can be monitored using inertial sensors on phones. The algorithm should revert to HighVulnerable classification when such conditions are detected. This is indicated in the algorithm with the RandomCrossingDetection condition (line 12).

5.3 Evaluation

We study the risk classification accuracy and the impact of the CTP algorithm on network performance using a simulation model spanning several blocks around Times Square in Manhattan with pedestrian movements generated using the SUMO traffic generator.

5.3.1 Evaluation Metrics

To measure how well the proposed CTP classifier can detect the VRUs crossing streets, we select Recall and Specificity metrics. Recall is defined as:

$$Recall = \frac{TruePositives}{TruePositives + FalseNegatives} \quad (5.1)$$

A greater Recall value indicates that more pedestrians who are crossing the street have been correctly classified as HighVulnerable. To err on the side of safety we choose a minimum threshold of 95% for Recall. Parameter choices that led to Recall values below this threshold, were not further evaluated.

indicating the radius of 68% confidence for the phone’s position [64].
Instead of Precision, Specificity is considered the secondary criterion. Specificity, or the true negative rate, directly represents the ratio of outcomes that correctly classifies VRUs on the sidewalk, which better reflects our goals. The Specificity is defined as:

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{\text{TrueNegatives}}{\text{TrueNegatives} + \text{FalsePositives}}
\] (5.2)

A greater Specificity value indicates a higher true negative rate, i.e. more pedestrians who are safely walking on the sidewalk were correctly classified as such. Higher Specificity means that more unnecessary PSM transmissions can be avoided. Specificity is therefore another indirect indicator of energy efficiency.

**Network Performance**

We evaluate the impact on network performance in terms of the channel busy percentage, packet error rate, and information age. Since we focus safety applications, the PER and Information Age calculation only considers transmissions where the transmitter is actually at risk (in the street) as determined by ground truth simulator data.

Channel Busy Percentage (CBP) rises with channel load and very high CBP is undesirable because it degrades communication performance due to higher chances of collision. It is defined in Eq. 5.3.

\[
\text{CBP} = \frac{t_{Busy}}{t_{CBP\text{window}}}
\] (5.3)

where \( t_{CBP\text{window}} \) is the CBP measurement window and \( t_{Busy} \) is the time period during which the channel is considered as busy by the simulator.

The Packet Error Rate (PER) combines errors due to low received signals (large distance) and due to collisions. To allow separating these, we calculate PER separately for different transmitter-receiver distances using 30m distance bins. In our simulations, the PER is calculated based on the transmissions carried out in Times Square area (the red box in Figure 5.2). That is, if the transmitter is within the red box the transmission is accounted for, regardless of the receiver location.

The Information Age reflects how fresh the pedestrian’s information is at the receiver [66]. The information age is the time since the last successfully received message,
which contains the last position update from the pedestrian. To illustrate this, Figure 5.1 shows a time diagram for communication between two transceivers. The information age increases linearly with time and resets to zero every time a message is successfully received. The simulator samples information age periodically, illustrated by samples 1-4 shown on the right side of Y axis. We further calculate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of these values over all transmitter-receiver pairs where the transmitter is a VRU located on the street and transmitter-receiver distance is less than 150 meters. Information age increase when unnecessary transmission lead to channel congestion due to the associated collisions. It also increases when an in-street VRU is misclassified since this reduces the message rate of that node. It therefore reflects overall CTP performance.

We also report the total number of transmissions by all the VRU devices during 85 seconds of simulation, which is approximately proportional to the energy overhead of these techniques. The proposed CTP, VRU devices neither need to communicate with each other nor receive information from vehicles. They can operate in TX-only mode, fall back into power-save modes immediately after each transmission.

5.3.2 Simulation Setup

The proposed classifier and its impact on network performance is evaluated by using the ns-3 simulator [26]. To generate more accurate results, the simulator is modified to implement frame capture [27, 45]. PSMs are broadcasted over one-hop on a 10 MHz channel at 5.9 GHz band. As for the path loss model, different models are used...
depending on the link type between the transmitter and receiver at the time of the communication. If there is no building between the pair, a log distance model plus Nakagami fading is used. If at least one building is in between, but the locations of the pair are on different legs of the same intersection, then the proposed loss model of \cite{24} is used. Finally, if the pair are located on parallel street with at least one building in between them, then it is assumed that the packet is lost due to the attenuation from the structure of the building. More detail can be found in chapter \textsuperscript{3}. Table 5.1 shows important simulation parameters.

Table 5.1: Simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{CBP/window}}$</td>
<td>200 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CW_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIIFS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>316 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>6 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise floor</td>
<td>-98 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy detection thrshld</td>
<td>-85 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS error model</td>
<td>Gaussian dist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mu = 20 \text{ m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>90 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the performance of the proposed classifier depends on the position information reported by the GPS devices, an urban canyon environment is considered as the simulation scenario due to its challenging signal propagation situation for GPS signals. Figure 5.2 shows the neighborhood around Times Square in New York city. The movements of cars, pedestrians, and bicyclists are simulated by SUMO \textsuperscript{33}. The aforementioned model has been extended from work \textsuperscript{60} in that the mobility traces are simulated for every road way highlighted in blue while retaining the focus on high node density around Times Square. Another reason for choosing Times Square neighborhood is its high density of pedestrians in the area which helps to evaluate network performance under a near worst-case network load.

The generated scenario includes approximately 400 vehicles, 2300 pedestrians, and
30 bicycles across 7th avenue, 45 Street and Broadway. Note that only pedestrians and vehicles which are outdoors are modeled, that is people inside buildings, and vehicles parked in parking areas are not transmitting and receiving PSMs. Also, we do not evaluate mid-block and random crossings because it is not supported by the SUMO mobility simulator used in this work and we do not yet have suitable location traces.

5.3.3 Algorithms and Baselines

Our CTP algorithm assigns $1\text{Hz}$ as PSM message rate to pedestrians which are classified as \textit{LowVulnerable}, i.e. located on sidewalk, and $5\text{Hz}$ to pedestrians which are determined to be \textit{HighVulnerable}.

We compare the achieved performance by the proposed CTP, with an ideal oracle classifier that relies on accurate simulator information and maps to determine whether a VRU is located in the street or on a sidewalk. In addition, a baseline algorithm where all pedestrians transmit PSMs at $5\text{Hz}$ is used.

5.3.4 Simplified GPS Error Model

The implemented GPS error model in this work is using a magnitude positioning error with Gaussian distribution with mean of 20 meters, and angle of the error with uniform distribution between 0-360 degrees. The error samples are assumed uncorrelated. While not ideal for the urban canyon environment, this model provides a first approximation
of expected errors. GPS measurements in urban canyons are distorted because of attenuation, multipath, and shadowing effects. Multipath occurs when signals from satellites bounce off buildings and reach the receiver’s antenna via different paths where the traveling times for those paths are longer than that of the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path. Attenuation and shadowing can block the LOS path. GPS error distribution under LOS reportedly follow a normal distribution or Rayleigh distribution with no correlation between samples [67]. Under Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) the error depends mostly on the obstructions’ structures [68]. Related studies report 20 meters average and up to 40 meters GPS error for urban environments [43, 69]. Real GPS measurement will be incorporated in future work.

5.4 Results

We begin with risk classification accuracy and then examine the impact on network performance. Note that all results have been obtained from five simulation runs with different mobility traces, each 90 seconds simulation runtime. The results are further averaged across all five runs where 5 seconds of transient state of each simulation has been excluded from the metric calculation. The error bars are showing the minimum and maximum values obtained across different simulation runs.

Figure 5.3 shows comparison between the Recall metric and the Specificity metric for the proposed proximity-based classifier for different $d_{Thr}$ configurations. A trivial fixed proximity threshold is also examined, where $d_{Thr} = 10m$ in order to show the drawbacks of such approach. To plot this figure, the classifier decision is examined every 200 msec for all the VRU devices in the simulation. Then Recall and Specificity are calculated and collected for each interval. At the end, the collected values are further averaged across the simulation duration.

Note that 68% confidence for the reported GPS error by the device is not modeled when generating GPS errors in the simulations. Therefore, the CTP algorithm is simulated where $\alpha = 1$ and $\alpha = 2$. Moreover, in order to show the impact of movement monitoring before marking a VRU as HighVulnerable, two cases are considered for
Figure 5.3: Classifier evaluation

Simulation. The first case is where the CTP considers the movement as the prerequisite to be marked as HighVulnerable, labeled as +Moving, and when it overlooks the movement. All these configuration options result in four variations of CTP. These configurations are further compared with baseline and the Oracle Solution. Each figure includes a red bar/curve representing the Oracle solution as well as a bar/curve for the baseline where applicable.

The left side of Figure 5.3 shows the comparison of classifier’s Recall. As expected, the Oracle solution has 100% Recall. The outlier, however, is the configuration where $d_{Thr} = 10m$. In this case, shown by the yellow bar, almost 25% of VRUs on the road are marked as virtually safe by mistake. The result is not greater than the threshold described in 5.3.1 as this type of wrong classification potentially puts the VRU’s safety in jeopardy. Moreover, even if better results can be achieved by further optimizing the predefined fixed threshold, this solution is not reliable since in some challenging scenarios, e.g. in an urban canyon, GPS errors are time-varying and can be biased for several tens of meters [69]. Therefore, a constant threshold based solution, i.e. $d_{Thr} = 10m$, is incompetent in these scenarios and is not considered for further analysis.

As discussed earlier, we consider the Recall value of 95% as the minimum performance, which all of the four adaptive approaches can meet. This indicates that most of the VRUs who are crossing the street have been correctly identified by the proposed CTP classifier as HighVulnerable. The second priority is to reduce the cases where
VRUs in virtually safe situations are misclassified as *HighVulnerable*, i.e., VRUs located on the sidewalk are wrongly identified as in-street. Looking at the right side of Figure 5.3, we observe the configuration where $\alpha = 1$ and movement monitoring is applied, outperforms the other configurations with a degraded Recall value of 1-4%. The simulations results show that our classifier is able to achieve more 96% Recall and 75% Specificity.

Figure 5.4a shows the average CBP for different configurations of the proposed CTP. The CBP values are measured every 200 msec at the center of 7th avenue and 45th street intersection, and then are averaged over the simulation duration. Figure 5.4b shows the total number of transmissions sent by all the VRU devices in the simulation. We observe that although the total number of transmissions sent by VRUs differs from one configuration to another, the CBP values remain close to each other. For example, the difference of CBP values between baseline $5Hz$ and adaptive threshold using reported GPS as $d_{Thr}$ is only 2%, but latter sends 50% more PSMs. This is because when the channel load is high, CBP values are no longer linearly (or near-linearly) proportional to the number of transmissions on the channel. Therefore, in these high channel load scenarios, the number of transmissions is a better indicator than the CBP for energy consumption. In general, the proposed CTP solution can reduce the number of transmissions by 15%-58% depending on the different configuration and different trade-off objectives. However, due to the very dense scenario of this work, the wireless channel is over-saturated and even reducing transmissions by half does not
Figure 5.5: Information Age comparison for in-street VRUs

Figure 5.6: Packet Error Ratio comparison for in-street VRUs

mitigate the CBP as much.

Figure 5.5 shows the age of information contained as discussed in 5.3.1. The Information Age is sampled every 10 msec and the calculation is limited to the cases where the transmitter is a VRU in the street and is less than 150m away from the receiver. The observation is that with Oracle solution, about 90% of age samples are less than 440 ms. However, baseline 5Hz algorithm provides 1700 msec for the same criteria. As our CTP solutions, for the CTP configuration, where $\alpha = 1$ and the movement condition is considered, 90% of samples are less than 710 msec.

Such improvement when CTP is used is primarily because of the unnecessary transmission reduction that consequently reduces the packet collision on the wireless channel.
Figure 5.6 shows the calculated PER for in-street VRUs. The comparison between different CTP configurations and the baseline algorithms shows that our CTP solution with the configuration with $\alpha = 1$ and the movement condition checker can improve the PER up to 18%.

Since the distribution of GPS errors could potentially affect the results, a question may arise about the impact of the general accuracy of the GPS locations provided by smartphones on the proposed CTP algorithm performance. Table 5.2 presents the impact of the GPS accuracy on the CTP algorithm where the $\alpha = 1$ and movement checker is employed. The general observation is that the performance of the classifier is preserved with different levels of GPS accuracy assumptions. However, for the configuration that the reported GPS error is not compared with the maximum width of nearby streets in the process of adjusting $d_{Thr}$ (look at the two rightmost columns), the Recall is degraded and the Specificity is improved as more accurate GPS locations provided. The main reason for this change is that the extremely low $d_{Thr}$ values would not satisfy the distance comparison of line 5 in Algorithm 1. Consequently, many in-street VRUs are misclassified as LowVulnerable.

Table 5.2: Impact of GPS accuracy on CTP classifier performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier Conf.</th>
<th>$\mu_{err}$</th>
<th>Comparing with Street Width?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = 1 &amp;$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mov. 20 m</td>
<td>96.90</td>
<td>95.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = 1 &amp;$</td>
<td></td>
<td>bool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mov. 10 m</td>
<td>98.69</td>
<td>91.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = 1 &amp;$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mov. 5 m</td>
<td>98.93</td>
<td>79.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Discussion and Future Work

Further Congestion Mitigation. Note that after applying CTP the chosen message transmission rate can be further regulated through a channel congestion control mechanism. CTP primarily separates smartphones into distinct priority classes. The message rates assigned to each class could then be adjusted to the current channel load. To achieve this goal, one possible future step would be examining weighted message rate based congestion control algorithms such as Bansal and Kenney’s work [70],
on top of the presented classifier. This could result in further improvements in network performance metrics.

**Bicyclists with Smartphones.** In future, some bicycles could also be equipped with a dedicated VRU device which can be activated when moving instead of simply relying on the bicyclist’s smartphone to transmit PSMs. One remaining challenge would be avoiding duplicate transmissions from both the smartphone and the bicycle device. This can be resolved at the cost of higher energy consumption by making smartphones periodically listening to the channel and monitoring it for matching movement profiles, i.e. speed, heading, and location.

**Energy Trade-offs.** In our current design, smartphones are not assumed to listen to the channel to save energy. This allow their wireless chipsets to enter sleep mode while not transmitting. However, there is a trade-off in that it also causes the smartphone to miss information, for example about the presence of vehicles, which could also enable energy management techniques such as not transmitting when no vehicles are nearby. In the current simulation scenario, this would not have been effective since the scenario is so dense that there are a lot of cars in the communication range of every VRU in the scenario. More generally, though, this remains an interesting topic for future work.

### 5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we argued that the safety of Vulnerable Road Users (VRU), in particular pedestrians, depends on their location more than their speed and designed a Contextual Transmission Policy (CTP) to account for this. While the overall CTP relies on multiple forms of context, we have focused on risk classification of pedestrians that are walking outdoors. To give priority to VRU's in the street, the CTP identifies potential in-street VRUs with a classifier that checks for proximity to common crossing points and can also incorporate additional crossing detection heuristics. VRUs that are potentially in the street maintain a higher message rate while those determined to be relatively safe off-street use reduced message rates. Simulation results show classifier accuracy of more than 96% Recall and 75% Specificity and an improvement in
information age from less than 1700 msec to less than 710 msec in 90% of the times.

5.7 Chapter Summary

To summarize, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:

- Introducing a contextual transmission policy that adjusts transmissions rate for VRUs primarily based on their location and can tolerate GPS positioning inaccuracies
- Evaluating the risk classification accuracy of the algorithm in a Manhattan-derived simulation model
- Examining the reduction in PSM transmissions and improvements in pedestrian-to-vehicle communication performance by applying the contextual transmission policy in a Manhattan simulation scenario
Chapter 6
A Multi-rate Congestion Controller for Pedestrian Communication

This chapter builds on this previous work \[60\ \[71\], presented in chapters \[4\ \[5\, by proposing a multi-rate channel congestion control algorithm for a heterogeneous application environment, in conjunction with an example contextual transmission policy (CTP) to address the problem of the remaining congestion on the channel. The proposed CTP activates and deactivates Pedestrian-to-Everything (P2X) application transmissions by periodically examining whether the applications’ requirements (say, positioning accuracy) can be met in the current environment. This can reduce message transmission rate when there is little benefit to such messages, for example when the current positioning accuracy is insufficient for applications to function. It also introduces message rate variations, however.

The focus of this chapter is therefore controlling the remaining congestion in the face of varying message rates. To cope with such a heterogeneous application environment, where various applications with different message rate requirements are operating on the same channel, the proposed multi-rate channel congestion controller functions as a gate-keeper in areas where channel congestion exceeds the limits allowable for safety applications. The proposed algorithm is further equipped with a cooperative channel busy monitoring mechanism to reduce smartphone energy consumption.

To evaluate this proposal, we use the simulator of Chapter \[3\]. Note that the simulator includes a calibrated stochastic GPS error model \[72\] for this chapter’s results. The simulation results show that the proposed framework and algorithms maintain the channel load near the target threshold as desired, resulting in information age (IA)
improvements for safety applications. They also show that the provided solution significantly reduces energy consumption on smartphones in comparison with the legacy CBP measurement mechanisms designed for V2V.

6.1 Background

Recent activities from the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) community demonstrated growing interest in using wireless communication to improve the safety of vulnerable road users (VRU), such as pedestrians.

6.1.1 P2X Communication Initiatives

Recently, the USDOT funded three major pilot deployments across the US through its Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployment (CVPD) program to explore proof-of-concept P2X solutions among other applications. The goal of P2X is to provide a safer traveling experience for pedestrians at intersections. The NYC CVPD, for example, includes two applications to enhance pedestrian safety: 1) a Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning (PEDINXWALK), wherein road side units (RSUs) use sensors such as LIDAR to detect pedestrians in a crosswalk and notify oncoming vehicles about their presence over DSRC messages, and 2) a Mobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal System (PED-SIG) wherein the pedestrians smartphone listens to DSRC Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) messages and MAP messages from an RSU at the traffic signal to assist visually impaired pedestrians in crossing the road (for example, by notifying them when the pedestrian signal allows crossing).

Wu et al. introduce the first-of-its-kind pedestrian safety application based on vehicle-pedestrian communication. The paper explains steps taken to build a DSRC-enabled smartphone and further preparing the vehicle side radio for exchanging Basic Safety Messages (BSM). The authors indicate channel congestion as a primary challenge that needs to be addressed. Basic energy optimization is also introduced, for example by motion detection. Tahmasbi et al. designed, implemented, tested and evaluated a similar vehicle-pedestrian system based on the SAE J2945/9 standard and PSM.
The authors also discuss basic energy saving techniques, such as identifying environment as in-vehicle, indoor, etc., to lower the battery usage by temporarily disabling PSM transmissions.

In addition to the proposed and implemented applications in previous and ongoing work, P2X transmissions from VRU devices such as smartphones create opportunities for enhancing safety and convenience. Consider, for example, the following applications, some of which are adapted from prior work:

**VRUNearby.** A version of this is arguably the most frequently considered safety application for P2X. It can inform drivers when potentially unexpected vulnerable road users are nearby. The application can function with approximately block-level positioning accuracy.

**TFLAssistant.** Traffic light assistant application can potentially improve cycle scheduling of the traffic lights, which maintains vehicle traffic flows and reduces pedestrian wait times.

**WaitingForBus.** A smart bus stop could estimate the number of people currently waiting and relay this information to arriving buses as well as collect it for transit planning purposes. This application needs position precision good enough to determine that a person is waiting near a bus stop.

**VRUInStreet.** This application notifies vehicles of VRUs that are currently located in the street rather than on the sidewalk. It is a more precise version of the **VRUNearby** application for urban areas based on the heuristic that a pedestrian who is walking on the sidewalk is safer than a pedestrian who is crossing a road. Readers are referred to [71] for more detail.

The examples above illustrate that requirements for position accuracy could potentially vary significantly across the application space. Although we later provide a set of preliminary positioning accuracy and minimum/maximum message rate requirements for the above applications for the purpose of simulation, determining the exact behavior of each application in detail is beyond the scope of this chapter.
6.2 Design Scope and Challenges

The frequent transmission of Pedestrian Safety Messages (PSMs) [13] that the aforementioned P2X applications require, could saturate the available channel capacity, particularly when other traffic shares the channel, and requires mitigation strategies that minimize energy consumption. In this chapter, we explore solutions to these issues.

First, in terms of channel congestion, Rostami et al. showed [60] that in crowded pedestrian scenarios such congestion can occur and degrade communication performance unless it is mitigated by congestion control. This can also affect the communication performance of other wireless traffic that may share the channel with PSMs in the future. In prior work, Tahmasbi et al. [73] introduced a context-aware congestion mitigation technique which leverages the content of BSMs received from vehicles to determine transmission power and message rate for sending pedestrian information. Rostami et al. [71] classified pedestrians as either AtRisk or Safe based on their estimated locations. PSMs of those deemed Safe may be suppressed to avoid channel congestion. While this research helps mitigate PSM-induced channel load, it does not prevent channel congestion when PSMs are mixed with other wireless traffic.

We therefore seek to approach the challenge through a context-aware transmission framework which controls channel congestion independent of message type on the channel for dynamic and different application requirements. We can fortunately leverage experience from V2V communication congestion control studies. For example, LIMERIC, standardized in [38], controls the channel load to a desirable range with no presumption on the type of messages. However, these V2V congestion control solutions, with LIMERIC included, require continuous measurement of the channel status and would cause unacceptable energy consumption for smartphones. For example, work by Zhang and Shin [74] showed that most of the energy consumption in wireless networks is due to Receive mode (RX) and Idle Listening mode (IL) at the physical layer. This observation raises questions whether smartphones can support channel congestion control.

Further, it remains hard to provide pedestrian devices with position information accurate enough to enable all P2X applications across a broad set of environments.
Jain et al. [47] shows that smartphone positioning accuracy in areas with clear sky view can support applications with high accuracy requirements like VRUIinStreet. In urban canyons, however, tens of meters of error can occur and we are not aware of a technology to support such applications based only on smartphone sensors.

These observations indicate a time-varying demand for sending PSMs as a smartphone is carried around, a characteristic that potentially causes a more dynamic channel load and disturbs resource allocation of a congestion control algorithm. These existing congestion control algorithms have not been designed for a diversity of message rates across nodes that occur in heterogeneous application environment, such as where the applications’ activities are controlled with context-aware transmission policies.

6.3 Heterogeneous Application Environment

6.3.1 System Architecture

Fig. 6.1 shows the proposed system architecture to support controlling of PSM-induced channel congestion. It includes two major components: a contextual PSM generation module and a Multi-Rate Controller. The first component manages the content of a PSM based on the aggregate requirements of P2X applications. The proposed system adopts a communication requirement manager that analyzes each application’s requirement on the interval of sending a certain data element of PSM. Consolidation of these analyses yields a PSM with content to serve the needs of all applications. Meanwhile, a minimum and a maximum message rate to send the consolidated PSM are calculated and passed down to the multi-rate controller which will compute an appropriate PSM generation time according to the channel utilization status. This time is fed back to the communication requirement manager that controls the timing of the execution of the PSM generation sub-system. More details on the PSM generation time and the design of multi-rate controller can be found in Section 6.4.
Figure 6.1: Contextual Transmission Policy Framework.

6.3.2 Contextual PSM Generation

The above system architecture preserves the flexibility of P2X application developers in defining how often and what elements of a PSM they want to transmit. From the example applications we surveyed, it appears such requirements vary across applications. Therefore, a set of requirements, e.g. minimum and maximum message rates, is assumed to be provided by the application developers in advance. For example, a pedestrian in a *WaitingForBus* application may not send PSMs as often as the one for walking across a street. This observation led us to leverage pedestrian context to manage the generation of PSM.

As an example, work in [43] showed a technique for detecting the moment of a pedestrian stepping down from the curb to the street. This technique could be used in future P2X applications to activate certain applications (that increase message rate) upon detection of such vulnerable moments. Another context clue that could be leveraged across applications in our survey for controlling PSM generation is the positioning system’s current accuracy. Since most applications need a certain positioning accuracy to function as expected, we implement here a basic mechanism that pauses an application if its required positioning accuracy cannot be met.
6.4 Multi-Rate Controller

The design of our Multi-Rate Congestion Control algorithm is driven by the characteristics of PSM traffic. As mentioned in Section 6.3.2, a pedestrian may roam through several P2X use case scenarios with different PSM transmission requirements. Such time-varying demand in transmission of PSM is captured by the fluctuation of the minimum and maximum PSM transmission rate parameters in the communication requirement manager in Fig. 6.1. Therefore, the first two design questions for our multi-rate controller are: (i) how to allocate wireless channel resources for supporting multiple VRU devices that have different message rate requirements, and, (ii) how to adapt to the temporal change of PSM transmission rate requirement on an individual VRU device. Moreover, given the limited battery power a smartphone has, energy efficiency is a universal requirement in our design.

6.4.1 Proportional Fairness

The concept of proportional fairness for wireless resource allocation has been explored in the V2V congestion control context. We select multi-rate LIMERIC [70] as our starting solution. It allocates wireless resources in a proportionally fair manner to users with different application requirements as a result of message rate requirement aggregation. An example of rate aggregation strategy is explained in Section 6.3.2.

The question then becomes how to map various PSM transmission rate requirements to \((\alpha, \beta)\). To facilitate discussion, we use \(r_{\text{min}}^i\) and \(r_{\text{max}}^i\) to represent the aggregated minimum and maximum PSM rates by the communication requirement manager (see Fig. 6.1) of the \(i\)th pedestrian user, respectively. In a general scenario, two users \(i\) and \(j\) may use different \(r_{\text{min}}\) and \(r_{\text{max}}\). This leaves us a decision to make—how to represent the bandwidth requirement of the two users in a proportionally fair manner as a function of \(r_{\text{min}}^i, r_{\text{max}}^i, r_{\text{min}}^j\) and \(r_{\text{max}}^j\). Let us first consider the case where sufficient channel bandwidth is available so that no user drops below the minimum rate and revisit the more general case in the following subsection.

We define \(r_{\text{sys}}\) as the system-defined maximum message rate allowed across the
entire system. All other chosen message rates across different users at different times must be less or equal to $r_{sys}$. Then, we choose to use the ratio of the two maximum PSM frequencies as the ratio of allocating wireless resource to the two pedestrian users, i.e. $r_{\text{max}}^i/r_{\text{max}}^j$. The rationale is that under ideal channel conditions (i.e., no channel congestion), the two users would transmit PSMs with a ratio of $r_{\text{max}}^i/r_{\text{max}}^j$. We aim to maintain this ratio as two pedestrian users reduce PSM rates due to channel congestion. It is shown in [70] that proportional message rates for different users is achievable through using similar $\alpha$’s and different $\beta$’s, as congestion control parameters. Eq. 6.1 shows the relation between $r$ and $\beta$.

$$\frac{\beta^i}{\beta^j} = \frac{r^i}{r^j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

### 6.4.2 Excessive Number of Users

Another design question arises when the available bandwidth cannot satisfy the minimum transmission requirement for all users. This may occur for PSM transmissions when large numbers of pedestrians cluster in a small area or when other data traffic shares the same channel.

Two prevailing methodologies which were derived in supporting V2V Basic Safety Message (BSM) communications may be applicable to our design. ETSI ITS-G5 prioritizes the calculated message rate by channel congestion control over the message rate required by individual vehicles. On the other hand, SAE J2945/1 [75] does the opposite and sets a minimum BSM transmission rate for BSMs and prioritizes it over the calculated rate by channel congestion control. While both seem to have a viable rationale, in our design, considering the wide spectrum of P2X applications, we use $r_{\text{min}}^i$ as the lower bound interval of generating PSM for the $i^{\text{th}}$ pedestrian user.

### 6.4.3 Time-Varying PSM Transmission Demand

An important design parameter for the proposed multi-rate controller is the algorithm convergence speed. A pedestrian potentially faces time-varying minimum and maximum message rates, i.e. $(r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}})$, computed by the communication requirement
manger because of time-varying positioning accuracy or other context clues such as location. When a new \((r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}})\) is provided for the same user, the legacy weighted-rate LIMERIC [70] takes a few seconds to converge to a new PSM rate corresponding to the newly provided pair and prevailing channel condition. Therefore, a complementary proactive mechanism to converge more quickly to the final PSM rate, i.e. \(r_{PSM}\), seems necessary. This is particularly important for safety applications when they request a large increase from the previous \(r_{\text{max}}\).

As mentioned before, the communication requirement manager module in Fig. 6.1 could potentially indicate different \((r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}})\) at different times for an individual VRU device. Let \((r_{\text{min}}(t), r_{\text{max}}(t))\) be the minimum and maximum required message rates at time \(t\). The PSM rate fairness, described in section 6.4.1 can be applied to the time-changing PSM rates as follows:

\[
\frac{\beta_i(t)}{\beta_j(t)} = \frac{r_i(t)}{r_j(t)} \Rightarrow \frac{\beta_i(t_1)}{\beta_i(t_2)} = \frac{r_i(t_1)}{r_i(t_2)}
\]  

(6.2)

Therefore, the controller proactively calculates a system-wide PSM rate \(r_{cc}\), corresponding to the \(r_{sys}\) by the upper layer. Using the available \(r_{cc}\), the algorithm is able to calculate the PSM rate \(r_{PSM}\) corresponding to the provided \((r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}})\) at time \(t\) using Eq. 6.3:

\[
r_{PSM}(t) \leftarrow r_{cc}(t) \times \frac{r_{\text{max}}(t)}{r_{sys}}
\]  

(6.3)

Note that our proposed algorithm uses the characteristics described in Eq. 6.2 to directly calculate the final proportion of \(r_{cc}\), i.e. \(r_{PSM}\), without needing the specific \(\beta\)'s.

### 6.4.4 Collaborative CBP Measurement

The key idea for energy-efficient design of the algorithm is that measuring CBP can be done by other devices rather than locally. We call these third-party nodes Helpers. The legacy LIMERIC algorithm from V2V uses measured CBP from the past intervals of MonitorInv to adjust the message rate. Fig. 6.2 shows how the proposed collaborative CBP measurement mechanism breaks each MonitorInv into a CBPMeasInv during which Helpers measure CBP, and a CBPSharinInv, during which Helpers broadcast their measured CBP values using PSM. The key point is that regular smartphones, i.e.
the consumers of broadcasted CBP values, do not need to listen to the wireless channel to measure CBP during $\text{CBPMeasInv}$. Instead, they can operate in TX-only mode during this time, and only switch to fully operational mode for the $\text{CBPSharinInv}$ to receive and calculate, $\text{CBP}_{\text{Rep}}$, i.e. the maximum reported CBP by nearby $\text{Helper}$ nodes. There is a significant amount of work on synchronized sleep duties in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) research area [76].

There are a few options to define $\text{Helper}$ nodes. They could be devices which do not have energy limitations, i.e. they are not running on battery. Smart traffic lights or vehicles with radios operating on the same wireless channel are good examples. We call these approaches $\text{RSUHelper}$ and $\text{VehHelper}$, respectively. If no infrastructure is available in the area, there is another option wherein during each CBP measurement and sharing cycle, some of the smartphones stay up for the entire period and spend more energy to measure CBP and further share the measured values with other smartphones at the end of the cycle. We call this approach $\text{PedHelper}$. In this work, we consider an approach where each smartphone draws a Bernoulli random variable at the beginning of each $\text{MonitorInv}$ and will play the $\text{Helper}$ role with probability. Other more sophisticated selection procedures are also possible.

Algorithm 2 shows the steps that the proposed multi-rate controller takes to calculate $r_{\text{PSM}}$, i.e. the PSM rate. As the inputs of the algorithm, $(r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}})$ is the pair of the aggregated minimum and maximum message rate by the upper layer, $\text{CBP}_{\text{Rep}}$ is the maximum reported CBP by $\text{Helpers}$ during the latest $\text{MonitorInv}$. First, the rate adjustment part of the algorithm uses closed-loop feedback to measure the difference between the desired CBP $\text{CBP}_{\text{target}}$ and $\text{CBP}_{\text{Rep}}$ (line 3). The resulting error $\text{CBP}_{\text{err}}$ is further used to calculate the rate adjustment after checking for boundaries for one-step adjustment (lines 4-5). In the next step, the algorithm updates the system-wide...
controller message rate $r_{cc}$ (line 6) and then the PSM rate corresponding to the input pair of $(r_{min}, r_{max})$ is calculated using Eq. 6.3 (line 7). At the end, the new PSM rate is clipped to the allowed range (lines 8-12).

In summary, the following features are incorporated in the proposed congestion control module:

- The proposed algorithm can accept different pairs of $(r_{min}, r_{max})$ as input and provide fairness in terms of the final PSM rate offered to nodes using different sets.
- The proposed algorithm prioritizes $r_{min}$ and $r_{max}$, requested by the Communication Requirement Manager (see Fig. 6.1), over its own calculated rate.
- The proposed algorithm proactively tracks a system-wide message rate and instantly calculates PSM rates for the requested pair of $(r_{min}, r_{max})$.
- The proposed congestion control algorithm does not rely on local CBP measurements.

### 6.5 Simulator Design

The proposed algorithms are evaluated via ns-3 simulations with a calibrated receiver model [28][27], a calibrated GPS model [72], and a calibrated channel model described in Chapter 2. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the channel model takes building shadowing factors into consideration.
6.5.1 Simulation Scenario

For the evaluation, the Times Square neighborhood in New York City is selected as the region of interest for the following reasons: 1) its pedestrian and vehicle density is particularly high; 2) it represents a challenging scenario for P2X communications due to aggregated interference from other transmitters; and, 3) it has been also identified as one of the priority intersections regarding pedestrian accidents. Manhattan overall accounts for 34 out of an average 157 annual New York City pedestrian fatalities [77].

The simulations use a publicly available mobility trace file for the Manhattan area (See Chapter 3). As mentioned before, the trace has been calibrated to account for an afternoon commute using pedestrian counts from personal observations and photos. To run simulations where RSUs are used as Helpers, the imported mobility trace is enriched with the coordination of traffic lights at each intersection.

Table 6.1: Simulation Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$CW_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIFS N</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>316 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue size</td>
<td>1 (oldest drop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise floor</td>
<td>-98 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy detection threshold</td>
<td>-85 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-P2X Sharing Ratio</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CBPMeasInv$</td>
<td>190 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CBPSharinInv$</td>
<td>10 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MonitorInv$</td>
<td>200 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CBP_{\text{target}}$</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{sys}$</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{sys}$</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.2 Simulation Configuration

Table 6.1 shows the default simulation parameters used in this section, which apply to all results unless noted otherwise.
For simulation purposes, P2X applications of Section 6.1 are considered. Table 6.2 shows the proposed applications and their required $r_{\text{max}}$ and Minimum Positioning Accuracy (MPA) to stay functional. For simplicity, it is assumed that the required $r_{\text{min}}$ for each application is $r_{\text{min}} = r_{\text{max}}/10$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>$r_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>MPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRUNearby</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>30 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFLAssistant</td>
<td>2 Hz</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRUInStreet</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaitingForBus</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To the best of our knowledge, the DSRC channel hosting PSM communications, i.e. channel 176, is unlikely to be exclusively used for P2X communications. We therefore also consider scenarios where less bandwidth is available due to other traffic on the channel. These shared channel conditions are emulated via downgrading the data rate from the actual 6 Mbps (representing 0% sharing) to 3 Mbps to emulate 50% shared channel. One reason to avoid simulating extra non-P2X transmissions directly is that, to the date, it is unknown to us for what other purposes the channel could be used and what other devices will use the channel to transmit their data. Nevertheless, we do not expect a significant difference between the emulated simulation results with the case where extra transmission are simulated as well.

6.6 Results

In this section, the proposed algorithms are evaluated using the ns-3 simulator. We use Information Age (IA) as the primary evaluation metric for comparing the performance of our algorithms with the ones in prior work. The number of PSM transmissions, and the percentage of time spent in different PHY modes are the other evaluation metrics we used to analyze the simulation results. In the Baseline algorithm all the VRU devices transmit at a constant message rate of 10 Hz. Single-rate LIMERIC from the V2V literature is labeled as $V2V \text{ CC}$, and the proposed algorithm, where smartphones play the Helper role is labeled as $\text{PedHelper}$.
Fig. 6.3 shows the IA of a pedestrian crossing 7th Avenue. To eliminate randomness due to GPS positioning accuracy from the impact of different algorithms on IA, it is assumed that positioning accuracy of the subject’s GPS sensor is sufficient to enable the InStreet application while crossing. The IA of the subject is calculated at nearby vehicles (\(d < 150m\)) while crossing. The Baseline algorithm suffers from a high packet error ratio, while V2V CC could not differentiate among contextual requirements, therefore all pedestrian devices converge to a similar low PSM rate. As a result, both algorithms show significantly worse IA in comparison with the proposed CTP framework.

To examine performance more accurately, similar simulations are run with the calibrated propagation model, presented in Chapter 2. Figure 6.4 shows the result using our calibrated intersection model. The baseline algorithm still suffers severe packet loss due to high packet collision. Although the performance of both V2V CC and PedHelper degraded after employing the new propagation model, it is clearly seen that our proposed algorithm still outperforms the V2V congestion control algorithm.
Figure 6.5: Information Age of a pedestrian with accurate positioning at nearby vehicles while crossing 7th Avenue using PedHelper algorithm with different PSM rate calculation approaches.

Figure 6.6: Information Age of pedestrians Operating at $r_{max}=2$ Hz around Times Square area.

As mentioned before, one of the enhancements of the proposed multi-rate controller in comparison with the legacy weighted-rate LIMERIC is the proactive message rate calculation. Gradually increasing the PSM rate when, for example, the pedestrian starts to cross the street would harm the safety application performance, i.e. *InStreet* application, because the VRU device transmits PSMs less frequently than the current channel load allows. Fig. 6.5 shows IA of a similar subject as in Fig. 6.3 for the first 3 seconds after stepping on the road. As illustrated, $\approx 5\%$ of the cases have IA $> 800$ msec which leads to longer detection times by the approaching vehicles and potentially increases accident risks.

One observation is that the non-safety applications, e.g. *TFLAssistant* and *Waiting-ForBus* in Table 6.2, would experience higher IA when *PedHelper* is employed. Fig. 6.6 shows IA for these applications. This happens primarily due to the proportional channel access by *PedHelper*. However, the IA is not a priority for such non-safety applications.
6.6.1 Proportional Fairness

As discussed in Section 6.4.1, the congestion controller should be able to maintain the ratio of the $r_{\text{max}}$ rates provided by CTP. Fig. 6.7 shows the upper layer aggregated $r_{\text{max}}$ rates (top), and the corresponding calculated PSM rates by the proposed algorithm (bottom) at two simulation nodes representing two pedestrians in a crowded scenario. These pedestrians are walking near each other and are, therefore, receiving similar CBP measurements from Helper nodes. This figure also shows the instant convergence of the algorithm when the upper layer indicates a new set of transmission requirements at time $t_0 + 3$ and $t_0 + 6$.

Fig. 6.7 illustrates the proportional fairness of $r_{P\text{SM}}$ for two pedestrian devices with different ($r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}$), where the underlying controller keeps the same ratio when calculating the PSM rate, i.e. $\approx 0.66$ Hz and $\approx 0.33$ Hz, for $r_{\text{max}} = 2$ Hz and $r_{\text{max}} = 1$ Hz, respectively. The figure also illustrates how PSM rates change instantly.

What happens if no helper node is around or when the channel is underused? For a pedestrian walking in a less crowded area in the simulation scenario, the channel load is very low. CBP measurements are received less frequently as well, because less Helpers are around (or have been deployed in RSUHelper). Nevertheless, our proposed algorithm is able to cope with the situation and give the necessary freedom to smartphones to send PSMs more frequently while PSM rate does not exceed the $r_{\text{max}}$ indicated by the upper layer.
Fig. 6.8 illustrates a time-varying aggregated $r_{max}$ by the upper layer and its corresponding calculated $r_{PSM}$ through 10 seconds of simulation for a pedestrian walking in a less crowded area of the simulation map. It can be clearly seen that when possible, the proposed algorithm would not interfere with the system working at its maximum capacity.

### 6.6.2 Impact of Collaborative CBP Measurement

The primary advantage of the proposed collaborative CBP measurement mechanism is to let the radios to operate in TX-only mode for the majority of the time, and therefore, save a lot of the battery power. To evaluate the performance of our proposal, V2V LIMERIC, labeled as $V2V CC$, is compared to the proposed multi-rate controller in terms of energy consumption. Since the energy consumption for $RSUHelper$ and $VehHelper$ are similar, we omit the $VehHelper$ results.

Note that since the exact amount of energy consumed by the radio is chipset-dependent, we compare the percentage of time that the radio spends in each modes during the simulation time. To provide one point of reference for interpretign the results, an Atheros AR5213 chipset documentation lists energy consumption for these modes as: $TX = 127$ mW, $RX = 223.2$ mW, $IL = 219.6$ mW, and $SL = 10.8$ mW [78].

Fig. 6.9 shows both a normalized overall energy consumption comparison and a detailed comparison using the normalized time spent in different PHY modes between the three aforementioned protocols. The top plot, shows that $V2V CC$ consumes the most energy. The bottom plot shows the average percentage of time that the radios have spent in each PHY mode. Note that the bar marked with $IL^*$ includes the total time listening to the idle channel, and identifying the channel as busy because
the energy level on the channel is beyond the threshold. As the bottom plot shows, the reason for poor energy efficiency of V2V CC is that it spends more time in RX and IL* modes because it requires the radio to continuously measure the CBP and piggybacking the measured CBP values on outgoing PSMs. Fig. 6.9 also shows that there is no significant difference between the RSUHelper and the PedHelper approaches, wherein the smartphones assume the role of Helper nodes.

The proposed collaborative CBP measurement, however, requires additional transmissions by Helpers. The additional burden is negligible as a very limited number of devices transmit these messages at relatively large intervals. Fig. 6.10 shows a channel busy percentage measured at the center of the busiest intersection in the simulation for PedHelper with and without the proposed collaborative CBP measurement mechanism. When locally measured, VRU devices operate in full capacity to measure CBP and piggyback the measured values over the PSMs. Therefore each VRU device has access to both locally measured CBP and its one-hop neighbors’. The observation is that the collaborative CBP measurement does not have a significant impact on the channel conditions in terms of channel busy percentage.
6.7 Conclusion

This chapter introduces an adaptive multi-rate congestion control algorithm to maintain channel load at desired levels, while allowing VRU devices to operate at different message rates in a heterogeneous application environment. It also lowers device energy consumption through a synchronized collaborative CBP measurement technique that allows smartphones’ radios to spend more time in sleep mode. To evaluate the proposed multi-rate controller, a Contextual Transmission Policy (CTP) as an example source of a time-varying application requirement is also introduced. Simulation results with a Manhattan pedestrian simulation model show that this approach reduces channel congestion in busy urban canyon environments and improves information age for when safety applications are activated. It also shows that the proposed multi-rate congestion control algorithm with the proposed collaborative channel measurement mechanism reduces smartphone power consumption by 90% compared to legacy congestion control algorithms.

6.8 Chapter Summary

The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

- Designing an energy-efficient multi-rate congestion control algorithm that can operate in a dynamic and heterogeneous application environment to avoid channel...
saturation in crowded areas or when background traffic is high.

- Introducing a cooperative channel load measurement mechanism to reduce battery consumption by liberating the radio from continuous monitoring of the channel for measuring channel load.

- Devising an example Contextual Transmission Policy to eliminate smartphone P2X message transmissions that provide little benefit to applications.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary

In conclusion, this thesis studied pedestrian safety communication at scale through accurate simulation and introduced a multi-rate channel controller for heterogeneous pedestrian-to-everything communication applications. Overall, this dissertation has made the following contributions:

- We reported our large-scale data collection with 10 DSRC transceivers in a reference intersection. We used channel 172 to exchange Basic Safety Message (BSM) between the radios. We further analyzed the collected data, resulted in a scalable hybrid propagation loss model that is both geometrical in terms of using building geometry to distinguish between LOS and NLOS, as well as stochastic because the impact of buildings on propagation behavior is captured implicitly by a stochastic model. We showed that building structures have significant impact on propagation. We also find that existing intersection models do not fit the experimental data well, and that the proposed model shows considerable improvement over models by previous studies.

- We created a simulation scenario for Times Square area in New York City and generate pedestrian and vehicle traces using the Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) simulator. Using these mobility traces, we evaluated channel load and performance of such a network. The evaluation is done considering sample transmission trigger policies that prioritize pedestrians based on their context where the transmission rate varies between 1 Hz and 5 Hz. Simulation results raise questions on whether vulnerable road user performance targets can be met in crowded
environments.

- We argued that the safety of Vulnerable Road Users (VRU), in particularly pedestrians, depends on their location more than their speed. We designed a Contextual Transmission Policy (CTP) to account for this, focused on risk classification of pedestrians that are walking outdoors. To give priority to pedestrians in the street, the CTP identifies potential in-street pedestrians with a classifier that checks for proximity to common crossing points and can also incorporate additional crossing detection heuristics. Pedestrians that are potentially in the street maintain a higher message rate while those determined to be relatively safe off-street use reduced message rates. Simulation results show an improvement in information age while channel load still remains high.

- We introduced an adaptive multi-rate congestion control algorithm to maintain channel load at a desired level, while allowing Personal Information Devices (PID) to operate at different message rates in a heterogeneous application environment. It also lowers device energy consumption through a synchronized collaborative CBP measurement technique that allows smartphones’ radios to spend more time in sleep mode. To evaluate the proposed multi-rate controller, an example source of a time-varying application requirement is also introduced. Simulation results show that this approach reduces channel congestion in busy urban canyon environments and improves information age for when safety applications are activated. It also shows that the proposed multi-rate congestion control algorithm with the proposed collaborative channel measurement mechanism reduces smartphone power consumption compared to congestion control algorithms designed for vehicle-to-vehicle communication environment.

7.2 End Note

The popularity of smartphones presents the opportunity for utilizing them to collaborate with road entities. It has been already shown that smartphones can frequently communicate with vehicles and road infrastructure for safety and convenience purposes
via Personal Safety Messages (PSM). For example, vehicles can use this information to alert drivers or to automatically avoid or reduce the severity of a possible crash. This thesis shows that such a system needs more attention when deployed at a large scale because high interference in crowded areas can result in significant performance degradation. We resolve the channel congestion problem by proposing a multi-rate congestion controller. By considering the Age of Information at receivers as the key evaluation metric, this thesis’ proposed congestion controller shows significant improvements. We envision that pedestrian-to-everything (P2X) communication can be used in a variety of environments to improve pedestrian safety as well as providing more convenience.
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